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HNID IN COMPUTER HARDWARE ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
GENERAL INFORMATION
Programme Nomenclature:
Higher National Innovation Diploma Programme in Computer Hardware Engineering Technology
Goal:
To impart the necessary skills leading to the acquisition of skilled enterprising and self-reliant personnel in Computer Hardware
Engineering Technology
Objectives:
A product of Higher National Innovation Diploma programme in Computer Hardware Engineering Technology should be able to:

1.
2.

Operate and maintain basic Operating Systems (DOS & Windows)
Understand the computer environment and acquire the skills needed to identify and optimize memory and
computer configuration.
3. Start and manage computer-based businesses
4. Carry out routine (preventive) maintenance of Computer systems
5. Be able to assemble and install micro-computers.
6. Partition and format disks and load files
7. Install window NT/200x in multi-boot configuration.
8. Partition and format disks and load files.
9. Detect technical faults in a Micro Computer
10. Setup and troubleshoot basic Network in LAN
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Entry Qualifications:
i.

The National Innovation Diploma in Computer Hardware Engineering Technology at Lower Credit

ii.

S.S.C.E or its equivalent. Credit passes in Physics, Chemistry, Mathematics, English Language and any other one from Metal
Works, Technical Drawing, Basic Electronic, Biology or Agricultural Science, Geography, and Further Mathematics
English Language.

iii.

NATIONAL CERTIFICATE
Trainees who successfully complete all the courses/modules specified in the curriculum table and pass the national examination in
the trade will be awarded the following certification:
A Higher National Innovation/Computer Diploma in Computer Hardware Engineering
Note: This programme is expected to be in form of term/semester-based training courses of not less than two years for full time
and three for part-time
ACCREDITATION:
1. The programme shall be accredited by the National Board for Technical Education before the candidates can be awarded the
Higher National Innovation Diploma in Computer Hardware Engineering Technology (HNID).
2. Details about the process of accrediting the programme for the award of HNID can be obtained from the Executive Secretary,
National Board for Technical Education, Plot B, Bida Road, P.M.B. 2239, Kaduna, Nigeria.
GUIDANCE NOTES FOR TEACHERS
1. The new curriculum is drawn in unit courses and modules
2. In designing the units, the principle of the modular system has been adopted, thus making each of the professional modules, if
completed, enough to provide the student with operative skills, which can be used for employment purposes or otherwise.
3. Institutions may, as required, add courses to the minimum guide curriculum
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4. The teaching of the theory and practical works should, as much as possible, be integrated. Practical exercises, especially those in
professional courses and laboratory work should not be taught in isolation from the theory. For each course, there should be a a
balance of theory to practical works in the ratio of 30:70
CURRICULUM STRUCTURE
The curriculum of all HNID programme consist of main components. These are:
1.
2.
3.
4.

General Studies/education
Foundation Courses
Professional Courses
Supervised Industrial/Practical work scheme

THE THEORY:
This aspect consists of the general studies/education, the foundation and the proessional courses which shall account for a
minimum of 30% of the toal contact hours for the programme.
SUPERVISED INDUSTRIAL/PRACTICAL WORK SCHEME
Are courses, which give the student the throry and practical skills needed to practice the field of calling at the technical level. The
component shall account for a minimum of 70% of the total contact hours for the programme.
HNID PROGRAMME DURATION:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Four Semesters of two years Full-Time
Six Semesters of three years – Part-Time
8 Hours per day or 40 hours per week
18 weeks per semester (one week for registration and one for examination)
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ASSESSMENT PROFILE:
Practical Only:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Practical
Test
Examination
Course work

40%
10%

Theory Only:
1. Examination
2. Course Work
3. Test

-

60%
20%
20%

-

40%
20%
20%
20%

Theory and Practical:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Examination
Test
Course Work
Practical
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PARTICIPANTS LIST FOR NATIONAL CRITIQUE WORKSHOP
S/N

NAME
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3.
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harry14ng@gmail.com
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4.

Afam Agbo

08128747700

aagbo@dbiedu.ng
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5.

Donald Odiyoma

08036301795

dodiyoma82@gmail.com
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6.

Dr. Musa Hatim Koko
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7.

Husani H. Muhammad
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9.
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Juliemuolokwu6@gmail.com
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HIGHER NATIONAL INNOVATION DIPLOMA [HNID] COMPUTER HARDWARE ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
CURRICULUM TABLE

HNID 1 SEMESTER 1
COURSE
CODE
ECC 311
ECC 312
ECC 313
ECC 314
ECC 315
CHE 311
CHE 312

COURSE TITLE
Electrical Circuit Theory
Electrical Measurement and Instrumentation
Advanced Electronic
Basic Telecommunication
Electronic Design and Drafting
Computer Architecture
Windows Operating Systems Design and Programming
TOTAL

7

L
2
2
2
1
2
2
2

P
0
1
1
3
1
4
1

T
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

CU
2
3
3
3
3
6
3

CH
2
3
3
3
3
6
3

13 11 0 23

23

KEY:

L: Lecture
P: Practical
T: Tutorial
CU: Credit Unit
CH: Contact Hour (per week)

HNID 1 SEMESTER 2
COURSE
CODE
GNS 321
CHE 321
CHE322
CHE323
EEC 324
CHE324
CHE 325
CHE 326

COURSE TITLE
Technical Report writing
Information Storage and Retrieval
Structured Query Language (SQL)
Advanced Networking
Control Engineering
Computer Hardware Design
Testing Methods and Reliability
Computer Technology

L
2
2
1
2
2
2
2
2

TOTAL

P
0
1
3
2
0
2
0
1

T
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

15 8

CU
2
3
3
4
2
4
2
3

CH
2
3
3
4
2
4
2
3

0 23

23

KEY:

L: Lecture
P: Practical
T: Tutorial
CU: Credit Unit
CH: Contact Hour
(per week)

HNID 2 SEMESTER 1
COURSE
CODE
CHE 411
CHE412
CHE 413
CHE 414
CHE 415
CHE 416
CSE 417

COURSE TITLE

L

P T CU CH
KEY:

Artificial Intelligence and Expert system
Data Communication and Computer Network
Mathematics
Computer Installation and Maintenance
Seminar
Occupational Health and Safety
Research Methodology
TOTAL

2
1
2
2
2
2
2
13

8

1
2
0
4
0
3
0
7

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

3
3
2
6
2
2
2
20

3
3
2
6
2
2
2
20

L: Lecture
P: Practical
T: Tutorial
CU: Credit Unit
CH: Contact Hour

HNID 2 SEMESTER 2
COURSE
CODE
CHE 421
CHE 422
CHE 423
CHE 424
EDP
CHE 425

COURSE TITLE

L

P

T CU CH

Information and Communication Technology
Computer Graphics
Microprocessor in Control and Instrumentation
Multimedia Technology
Entrepreneurship Studies
Project

2
2
2
2
2
6

0
2
2
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

TOTAL

16 4

9

3
4
4
3
2
6

0 22

3
4
4
3
2
6
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KEY:

L: Lecture
P: Practical
T: Tutorial
CU: Credit Unit
CH: Contact Hour (per week)

PROGRAMME:

HNID COMPUTER HARDWARE ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY

COURSE TITLE:

ELECTRICAL CIRCUIT THEORY

COURSE CODE:

ECC 311

DURATION:
GOAL:
circuits

This course is intended to teach the student the principles of electrical and electronic

GENERAL OBJECTIVE
On completion of this course the student should be able to:

1.0

Evaluate the responses of various networks to a momentary increase of current and voltage

2.0

Analyze the performance of transmission lines.

3.0

Apply graphical methods to the solution of network problems

4.0

Apply Laplace transform to the solution of electrical network problems
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PROGRAMME: HNID COMPUTER HARDWARE ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
COURSE:

ELECTRICAL CIRCUIT THEORY

YEAR:
GOAL:

SEMESTER

COURSE CODE: ECC 311
PRE: REQUISITE

CREDIT HOURS: 3

Theoretical:

This course is intended to teach the student the principles of electrical and electronic circuits
Theoretical Content
Practical Content
GENERAL OBJECTIVE: 1.0 Evaluate the responses of various networks to a momentary increase of current and voltage
week Specific Learning
Teachers
Learning
Specific Learning
Teachers
Outcome
Activities
Resources
objectives
Activities
1.1 Explain the phenomenon 1.1 Explain the
Projector, Graphs, 1.1 Explain transients
1.1 Demonstrate
of transients as a
phenomenon of
charts
by showing
transients by
response which may
transients as a
charging and
showing
finally decay after a time.
response which
discharging of a
charging and
1.2 Explain transients in
may finally decay
capacitor on an
discharging of
reactive circuits
after a time. 1.2
oscilloscope.
a capacitor on
(inductive and
Explain transients in
an
capacitive).
reactive circuits
Oscilloscope.
(inductive and
capacitive).

1.2 Derive the equation for
the growth of current in
an inductive circuit (D.C.)

1.2 Derive the
equation for the
growth of current in
an inductive circuit
(D.C.)

1.3 Derive the equation for
the decay of current in an
inductive circuit.

1.3 Explain how to
derive the equation
for the decay of
current in an
inductive circuit.

1.2 Demonstrate
the effect of
ABCD
parameters
by using a
black box
containing
simple T - or II
- networks,
and
measuring
and
calculating

1.4 Explain how to
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Learning
Resources
- Oscilloscope
tube

1.4 Solve network problems,
using the equations
derived in 1.3 and 1.4
above.

1.5 Derive the equation of
growth and decay of
current in R-L-C circuit.

1.6 Apply 1.6 above to the
solution of network
problems e.g. tuned
circuits (parallel &
series).

Solve network
problems, using the
equations derived
in 1.3 and 1.4
above.
1.5 Explain how to
derive the equation
of growth and
decay of current in
R-L-C circuit.
1.6 Explain how to
apply 1.6 above to
the solution of
network problems
e.g. tuned circuits
(parallel & series).

2.0: Analyze the performance of transmission lines.
2.1 Define a transmission line 2.1 Explain a
transmission line
2.2 Explain the general
Primary line constants of
2.2 Explain the general
a transmission line.
Primary line
constants of a
transmission line.
2.3 Derive an expression for
the propagation
coefficient from the
primary line constants.

the
parameter
values. – 1.3
Demonstrate
by calculation
and
measurement
s the
characteristic
s of various
types of
filters.

- Graph papers

2.3 Explain how to
derive an
expression for the
propagation
coefficient from the
primary line
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constants.
2.4 Define the secondary line
constants.

2.4 Explain the
secondary line
constants.

2.5 Derive an expression for
the line characteristics
impedance.

2.5 Explain how to
derive an
expression for the
line characteristics
impedance

2.6 Derive expressions for
the voltage and current
at the end of an infinite
line.

2.6 Explain how to
derive expressions
for the voltage and
current at the ends
of an infinite line.

2.7 Define a general
termination impedance
of a line.

2.7 Explain a general
termination
impedance of a line.

2.8 Evaluates the input
impedance,

2.8 Explain how to
evaluate the input
impedance,

2.9 Explain the two special
cases of line termination:
a. Open circuit line
b. Short circuit line

2.9 Explain the two
special cases of line
termination:
a. Open circuit line
b. Short circuit line

2.10 Solve Transmission line

2.10
Explain how to
solve Transmission
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problems by a.
Calculations b. Graphical
methods.

line problems by a.
Calculations b.
Graphical methods.

3.0: Apply graphical methods to the solution of network problems
3.1 Explain locus and polar
3.1 Explain locus and
- Graph paper, diagrams
polar diagrams
Explain with
graphically and
3.2 Explain the concept of
3.2 Explain the concept the use of
complex frequency
of complex
sketches
frequency
3.3 Determine amplitude
and phase response
curves graphically

3.4 Determine amplitude
And phase from polezero diagrams

3.5 Explain Bode plots.
3.6 Solve related problems in
3.1 to 3.5 above.

3.3 Determine
amplitude and
phase
response curves
graphically
3.4 Determine
amplitude and
phase from polezero
diagrams
3.5 Explain Bode plots.
3.6 Solve related
problems in 3.1 to
3.5 above.

4.0 Apply Laplace transform to the solution of electrical network problems
4.1 Define the Laplace
4.1 Explain the Laplace  Charts,
14

transform of a given
function 1.2 State the
transforms of common
functions.
4.2 Explain the first shift
theorem.
4.3 Define the inverse
Laplace transform of a
given function.
4.4 Perform partial fraction
reduction of a given
function. 1.6 Define
poles and zeros of a
function
4.5 Plot poles/zeros diagram
of a function

4.6 Write down the
equations
for parallel and series
RLC circuits in terms of
Laplace transform.
4.7 Identify the order of the
equations in 1.8 above.

transform of a
given function

Projector,
Graphs

4.2 Explain the
transforms of
common functions.
4.3 Explain the first
shift theorem.

4.4 Explain the inverse
Laplace transform
of a given function.

4.5 Explain how to
Perform partial
fraction reduction
of a given function.
4.6 Discuss poles and
zeros of a function

4.7 Explain how to Plot
poles/zeros
diagram of a
function

4.8 Solve circuit problems
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using Laplace transform.

4.9 Define the Heavi-side
unit step function.

4.8 Explain how to
write down the
equations for
parallel and series
RLC circuits in
terms of Laplace
transform.
4.9 Explain the order of
the equations in
1.8 above.
4.10

Explain how to
solve circuit
problems using
Laplace transform.

4.11 Explain the
Heaviside unit step
function.

PROGRAMME:

HNID COMPUTER HARDWARE ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
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COURSE TITLE:

ELECTRICAL MEASUREMENTS AND INSTRUMENTATION

COURSE CODE:

ECC 312

DURATION:
GOAL:

This course is designed to provide the learner with working knowledge in Electrical
measurements and Instrumentation

GENERAL OBJECTIVES:
On completion of this course the student should be able to:
1.0 Know the method of measuring earth resistance.
2.0 Design and analyze different Transducer
3.0 Design and analyze different recorders
4.0 Understand the working principle of electrical instrument

PROGRAMME:

HNID COMPUTER HARDWARE ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
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COURSE:

ELECTRICAL MEASUREMENTS AND INSTRUMENTATION

YEAR:

SEMESTER

One

COURSE CODE: ECC 312

CREDIT HOURS: 2

PRE: REQUISITE

Theoretical:
Practical:
GOAL: This course is designed to provide the learner with working knowledge in Electrical measurements and instrumentation
Theoretical Content

Practical Content

GENERAL OBJECTIVE: 1.0 know the method of measuring earth resistance.
week Specific Learning
Teachers
Learning
Outcome
Activities
Resources
1-3
1.1 Explain methods of
1.1 Explain methods
Text Books,
measuring earth resistance
of measuring
Diagrams,
earth resistance
Charts, white
1.2 Describe the following
Board and
methods of localizing short
1.2 Describe the
markers
circuit and open-circuit
following
faults, on cables:
methods of
i.
Blaniers test
localizing short
ii.
Murray loop test
circuit and openiii.
Varley-loop test,
circuit faults, on
etc.
cables:
i.
Blaniers
test
ii.
Murray
loop test
iii.
Varleyloop test,
etc.
1.3 Solve problems on each of
the tests in 1.2 above

1.3 Solve problems
on each of the
tests in 1.2
above
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Specific Learning
objectives
1.1 Carry out
practical tests
using the
different
methods

Teachers
Activities
1.1 Carry out
practical tests
using the
different
methods

1.2 Determine by
experiment the
earth resistance
of various
electrical items
(circuit,
appliances, etc.)

1.2 Determine by
experiment
the earth
resistance of
various
electrical
items (circuit,
appliances,
etc.)

Learning
Resources
Text Books,
Diagrams,
Charts, white
Board and
markers

1.4 Explain the practical
application of each of the
test in 1.2 above

1.4 Explain the
practical
application of
each of the test
in 1.2 above
1.5 Carry out
practical tests
using the
methods of 1.2
above

4-7

1.6 Determine by
experiment the
earth resistance
of various
electrical items
(circuit,
appliances, etc)
2.0 Design and analyze different Transducer
2.1 Define a transducer
2.1 Define a
transducer

Text Books,
Diagrams,
Charts, white
Board and
markers

2.1 Determine by
experiments the
characteristic of
transducers.

2.1 Determine by
experiments
the
characteristic
of transducers.
2.2 Determine by
experiment
the
temperature
coefficient of
a thermostat

2.2 Explain the various types
of electrical transducers

2.2 Explain the
various types
of electrical
transducers

2.2 Determine by
experiment the
temperature
coefficient of a
thermostat

2.3 Outline the various

2.3 Outline the

2.3 Determine
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Text Books,
Diagrams,
Charts, white
Board and
markers

types of electrical
transducers e.g.,
i Resistive type
ii. Capacitive type
iii inductive type

2.4 Explain the operation
of various potentiometric
types of electrical
transducers e.g.
i. linear
potentiometric type
ii

angular
potentiometric
type

various
types of
electrical
transducers e.g.,
i. Resistive type
ii. Capacitive type
iii Inductive type

experimentally
the
characteristics
of the following
industrial
thermocouple
and explain their
application

2.4 Explain the
operation of
various
potentiometric
types of
electrical
transducers e.g.
i linear
potentiometric
type

2.5 Explain transfer
function of 2.4
above,
assuming all
energy
storage terms
are zero

2.6 Describe a strain gauge
(Resistance element)

2.6 Describe a strain
gauge
(Resistance

chrome vs
constantan

Copper vs
constantan
chrome vs
constantan

ii angular
potentiometric
type
2.5 Explain transfer
function of 2.4 above,
assuming all energy
storage terms are zero

Copper vs
Constantan

2.3 Determine
experimentally
the
characteristics
of the
following
industrial
thermocouple
and explain
their
application
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element)
2.7 Calculate Posson’s
ration (h) and strain
sensitivity of a strain
gauge

2.7 Calculate
Posson’s
ration (h) and
strain
sensitivity of a
strain gauge

2.8 Explain the expression
for the gauge factor in
terms of the Poison’s
ratio

2.8 Explain the
expression
for the gauge
factor in
terms of the
Poison’s
ratio

2.9 State the difference
between a bonded and
unbounded type of
strain gauge

2.9 State the
difference
between a
bonded
and unbounded
type of
strain gauge

2.10 Explain the principle of
operation of a
thermistor

2.11 Explain the principles
of operation of a
thermocouple

2.10 Explain the
principle of
operation of a
thermistor
2.11 Explain the
principles
of operation of a
thermocouple
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2.12 Explain the
thermocouple laws

2.13 Explain the characteristics
of a variable capacitive type
transducer eg parallel plate
capacitive transducer

2.12 Explain the
thermocouple
laws
2.13 Explain the
characteristics of
a variable
capacitive type
transducer eg
parallel plate
capacitive
transducer

2.14 Explain the senility of a
parallel plate capacitive
transducer when
2.14 Explain the
i.
the separation (t)
senility of a
is varied
parallel plate
ii.
the cross
capacitive
sectional area (a)
transducer
is varied
when
iii.
the dielectric
i. the separation (t)
constant (k) is
is varied
varied
ii the cross
sectional area (a)
is varied

2.15 Measure various physical
quantities using capacitive
transducers e.g.
i

liquid level

iii the dielectric
constant (k) is
varied

2.15 Measure various
22

Ii.
iv.
v.

measurement
Displacement
measurement
thickness
measurement
composition
measurement

physical
quantities using
capacitive
transducers e.g.
i liquid level
measurement
ii Displacement
measurement
iii thickness
measurement

2.16 Describe the various types
of inductive type
transducers eg
i.
various
inductance (L)
OR reluctance
(RM)
ii.
differential
inductance
iii.
differential
transformer

iv composition
measurement
2.16 Describe the
various types of
inductive type
transducers eg
i various
inductance
(L) OR
reluctance
(RM)
ii differential
inductance

2.17 Explain the operation
of

iii differential
transformer
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i.

ii.

linear variable
differential
transformer
(LVDT)
tachometer

2.17 Explain the
operation
of
i linear variable
differential
transformer
(LVDT)

2.18 Explain areas of application
of the transducers discussed
above

3.0
8-11

ii tachometer

2.18 Explain areas of
application of
the transducers
discussed above
Design and analyze different recorders

3.1 Define recorder

3.1 Define recorder

3.2 List different types of
recorders

3.2 List different
types of
recorders

3.3 Explain the principle of
operation of the following
recorders
- Graphic
- Strip chart
- Galvanometer type
- Null potentiometer type
- Bride type
- linear variable differential

Magnetic Board,
Charts

3.2 Demonstrate
practically the
use of recorders

3.3 Explain the
Principle
of
operation of the
following
recorders
-

3.1 Describe
practically the
use of recorders

Graphic
Strip chart
Galvanometer
type
Null
24

3.1 Demonstrate
practically the
use of
recorders
3.2 Demonstrate
practically the
use of
recorders

Text Books,
Diagrams,
Charts, white
Board and
markers

transformer (LVDT) type XY
Oscilloscope recorders
Digital recorder

-

-

-

potentiometer
type
Bride type
linear variable
differential
transformer
(LVDT) type XY
Oscilloscope
recorders
Digital recorder

3.4 Demonstrate practically the
use of recorders in 3.2 above

1215

4.0
Understand the working principle of electrical instrument
4.1 Explain with the aid of
4.1 Explain with the
Text Books,
Block diagrams the principle
aid of block
Diagrams,
of operation and application
diagrams the
Charts, white
of electronic voltmeters
principle of
Board and
operation and
markers
i.
D.C Voltmeter with
application of
direct-couple
electronic
amplifier
voltmeters
ii

D.C Voltmeter
with choppertype amplifier

i D.C Voltmeter
with
direct-couple
amplifier
ii D.C Voltmeter
25

4.1 Describe with
the aid of a block
diagram the
construction and
operation of
digital
voltmeters
i. Ramp type
ii. Stair caseramp type

4.1 Describe with
the aid of a
block diagram
the
construction
and operation
of digital
voltmeters
i. Ramp type
ii Stair caseramp type

Text Books,
Diagrams,
Charts, white
Board and
markers

with choppertype amplifier
4.2 Describe the construction
And preparation of AC
voltmeters using operational
amplifiers, rectifiers etc

4.2 Describe the
construction and
operation of AC
voltmeters using
operational
amplifiers,
rectifiers etc

4.3 Explain with a block diagram
the construction and
operation of differential
voltmeter

4.3 Explain with a
block diagram the
construction and
operation of
differential
voltmeter

4.4 Describe with the aid of a
block diagram the
construction and operation
of digital voltmeters
i.
Ramp type
ii.
Stair case-ramp
type

4.4 Describe with
the aid of a block
diagram the
construction and
operation of
digital voltmeters
i. Ramp type
ii. Stair case-ramp
type

4.5 Calibrate by experiment
various digital voltmeters

4.5 Calibrate by
experiment
various digital
voltmeters

4.6 Explain the principle of

4.6 Explain the
26

operation and application of
the following
i.
wave analyzer
ii.
harmonic
distortion
analyzer
iii.
Q-meter
4.7 Demonstrate practically the
applications of item 4.6
above
4.8 Explain the measurement
methods and errors using Q
meter.

principle of
operation and
application of the
following
i. wave analyzer
ii. harmonic
distortion analyzer
iii. Q-meter

4.7 Demonstrate
practically the
applications of
item 4.6 above
4.8 Explain the
measurement
methods and
errors using Q
meter.
ASSESSMENT CRITERIA

Coursework

PROGRAMME:

Course Test

Practical

Other: Examination/Project

HIGHER NATIONAL INNOVATION DIPLOMA IN COMPUTER HARDWARE ENGINEERING
TECHNOLOGY (HNID)
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COURSE:

ADVANCED ELECTRONIC

COURSE CODE:

EEC 313

GOAL:

To provide the student with further knowledge of principles, construction and
applications of various semi-conductor devices by interfacing in mixed-signal electronic
systems

GENERAL OBJECTIVES:
On completion of this course the student should be able to:
1.0

Demonstrate knowledge and understanding of the requirements for an operation of sensor interface
circuits, power supplies, data converters and oscillators

2.0

Understand the key concepts of feedback in electronic circuits and amplifies

3.0

Understand the concepts of filter design and design a simple filter using operational amplifiers

4.0

Know the construction and principles of signal transistor amplifier

5.0

Know the construction and principles of operation of the various classes of amplifiers and coupling
methods

6.0

Know the hybrid parameters and its applications in the analysis of transistor amplifiers

PROGRAMME: HIGHER NATIONAL INNOVATION DIPLOMA IN COMPUTER HARDWARE
ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY (HNID)
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COURSE: ADVANCED ELECTRONIC
Year: 1
GOAL:

COURSE CODE: ECC 313
Semester 1

Course Duration: 75Hrs
Credit Hours:3
Pre-Requisite:
Theory:
Practical:
To provide the student with further knowledge of the principles, construction and applications of various semi-conductor
devices by interfacing in mixed-signal electronic systems

General Objective 1.0
WEEK
1-3

Demonstrate knowledge and understanding of the requirements for and operation of sensor interface circuits-power
supplies, data converters and oscillators
SPECIFIC LEARNING
TEACHER’S ACTIVITIES
Learning
Specific Learning
Teachers
Learning
OUTCOME
RESOURCES
Objectives
Activities
Resources
1.1 Identify circuits for sensor
1.1 Derive circuits for sensor interface
interface circuits and
circuits and oscillators using
Text Books,
oscillators using
i.
Ring Oscillators
Diagrams,
Ring Oscillators
ii.
Relaxation
Charts, white
Relaxation oscillators and
oscillators and 555 timers
Board and
555 timers
iii Voltage-controlled oscillator
Markers,
Iii Voltage-controlled
Oscilloscope
oscillator
1.2 Explain the principles of
quartz crystal as
A frequency reference,
dividers for different
frequencies,
Integration of crystal
oscillator into circuits

1.3 Explain the Flip-Flop
Timing Parameters with
respect to
- Set-Up and Hold Times
Propagation Delay
- Clock Pulse HIGH and
LOW Times

1.2 Discuss principles of quartz
crystal as A frequency reference,
use of dividers for different
frequencies,
Integration of crystal oscillator into
Circuits
1.3 Appreciate the practical limitations
of such devices
1.4 Explain the Flip-Flop Timing
Parameters with respect to
Set-Up and Hold Times
Propagation Delay
Clock Pulse HIGH and LOW Times
Asynchronous Input Active Pulse
Width Clock Transition Times
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-

Asynchronous Input
Active
Pulse Width
Clock Transition Times
Maximum Clock
Frequency

1.4 Explain the Basic
specification of converters:
include sample rate in
relation to Nyquist
linearity,
1.5 Explain Analogue-toDigital Conversion
Sample and Hold,
Analogue multiplexing,
Anti-alias filter
requirements.
1.6 Explain Digital-toAnalogue Conversion
(using properties of DACs,
R/2R ladder topology, the
need for reconstruction
filters)
1.7 Explain the requirements
of Power supplies for
electronic Circuit with
respect to Transformers
and rectification
Linear regulators
Switching regulator

Maximum Clock Frequency

1.5 Discuss the Basic specification of
converters: include sample rate in
relation to Nyquist linearity,

1.6 Explain Analogue-to-Digital
Conversion
Sample and Hold,
Analogue multiplexing,
Anti-alias filter requirements.

1.7 Explain Digital-to-Analogue
Conversion (properties of DACs,
R/2R ladder topology, the need for
reconstruction filters)

1.8 Explain the requirements of Power
supplies for electronic Circuit with
respect to
- Transformers and rectification
- Linear regulators
- Switching regulator
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1.8 Appreciate the practical
limitations of such devices

1.9 Appreciate the practical
limitations of such devices

General Objective 2.0 Understand the key concepts of feedback in electronic circuits and amplifiers
4-6
2.1 Explain positive and
2.1 Explain positive and negative
negative feedback
feedback phenomena in amplifiers
phenomena in amplifiers
2.2 Identify the block diagram
of a basic feedback
Amplifier

2.2 Draw a block diagram of a basic
Feedback amplifier

2.3 Identify the general
expression for stage gain
of
a basic feedback amplifier
e.g. AVF = Av/(1+Av)

2.3 Derive the general expression for
stage gain of a basic feedback
amplifier e.g. AVF = Av/(1+Av)

2.4 Explain the following
negative feedback types
using block diagrams only
a. Series-current feedback
b. Series-voltage feedback
c. Parallel (shunt) current
d. Parallel (shunt) voltage
2.5 Explain the effects of
applying negative
feedback to an amplifier
on:
a. Gain

2.4 Explain the following negative
feedback types
using block diagrams only
a. Series-current feedback
b. Series-voltage feedback
c. Parallel (shunt) current
d. Parallel (shunt) voltage
2.5 Explain the effects of applying
Negative
feedback to an amplifier on:
a. Gain
b. Gain stability
c. Distortion
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Identify range of
problems related
to Electronic
Circuits

2.1 Use
simulation to
investigate and
show students a
range of
problems
related to
electronic
circuits

Simulinks,
Chart,
Function
generator

b. Gain stability
c. Distortion
d. Noise
e. Input/output impedance
f. Bandwidth and gainbandwidth
product
2.6 Apply feedbacks principles
to practical transistor
circuits

d. Noise
e. Input/output impedance
f. Bandwidth and gain-bandwidth
product

2.6 Apply feedbacks principles to
practical transistor circuits

2.7 Explain type of feedback
2.7 Explain the principles of
operation and
characteristics of the
following circuits

2.8 Explain negative feedback
transistor amplifiers, using
h-parameters
2.9 Explain type of feedback
you will use in an
amplifier to
(i)Increase input impedance
(ii)Decrease input impedance

2.10 Explain feedback in
circuit design and its
importance

you will use in an amplifier to
(i)
Increase input impedance
(ii)
Decrease input impedance
2.8 Explain the principles of operation
and characteristics of the following
circuits
2.9 Solve problems on negative
feedback
transistor amplifiers, using hparameters

2.10 Use feedback in circuit design
and explain its importance

General Objective 3.0 Understand the concepts of filter design and design a simple filter using operational amplifiers
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7-8

3.1 Explain the properties of
simple operational
amplifier

3.1 Explain the properties of simple
operational amplifier

3.2 Explain the Effect of
feedback network on
Bandwidth (BW), Closed
loop open loop gain and
BW with feedback

3.2 Describe the Effect of feedback
network on
i.
bandwidth(BW),
ii.
Closed loop
iii.
open loop gain and
iv.
BW with feedback

3.3 Explain the Interaction with
internal pole of
operationalamplifier(op-amp) Stability

3.3 Explain the Interaction with
internal pole of operationalamplifier(op-amp) Stability

3.4 Explain the Limitations of
real op-amp with respect
to
slew rate, input and output
range, offset voltage and
current, noise sources
3.5 Explain the applications of
operational amplifiers and
comparators
3.6 Perform experiments to
illustrate the applications
of photo-electronic devices
3.7 Explain types of Filters
High pass active filter

Text Books,
Diagrams,
Charts, white
Board and
markers

3.4 Discuss the Limitations of real opamp with respect to
slew rate, input and output range,
offset voltage and current, noise
sources
3.5 Explain the applications of
operational amplifiers and
comparators
3.6 Perform experiments to illustrate
the applications of photo-electronic
devices
3.7 Explain types of Filters
High pass active filter
Low pass active filter
Bandpass filter
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Low pass active filter
Bandpass filter
Notch filter

Notch filter

General Objective 4.0 Know the construction and principles of signal transistor amplifier
9- 10
4.1 Explain using AC load
4.1 Describe using ac load line, the
Text Books,
line, the characteristic of
characteristic of signal transistor as Diagrams,
signal transistor as an
an amplifier
Charts, white
amplifier
i.
RMA output voltage
Board and
i.
RMA output
ii.
voltage gain
markers
voltage
iii
current gain
ii.
voltage gain
power gain
iii.
current gain
power gain
4.2 Determine the operating
point to give distortion-less
output

4.2 Determine the operating point to
give distortion-less output

4.3 Explain the factors which
affect the stability of
bipolar transistor amplifier

4.3 Explain the factors which affect
the stability of bipolar transistor
amplifier

4.4 Explain the thermal
runaway of a transistor

4.4 Explain the thermal runaway of a
Transistor

4.5 Explain the stability
factors of different
transistor amplifier

4.5 Determine the stability factors of
different transistor amplifier

4.6 Explain the performance of
the transistor amplifier
using the following loads:
i. resistive load

4.6 Describe the performance of the
transistor amplifier using the
following loads:
i.
resistive load
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4.1 To be able
Implement
frequency
response of an
amplifier using
different loads

4.1 Experiments
to determine
frequency
response of an
amplifier using
different loads

4.2 To be able
Implement
experiment to
show Amplifier
Voltage gain,
Current gain and
Power gain

4.2 Perform an
experiment to
determine the
following of an
amplifier
I voltage gain
Ii current gain
Iii power gain

PC,
Charts,
Textbook

ii. inductive load

ii.

inductive load

General Objective: 5.0 Know the construction and principles of operation of the various classes of amplifiers and coupling methods
11-13
5.1 List different classes of
5.1 Explain biasing conditions for
Text Books,
Amplifier
class A, B, AB and C operation in
Diagrams,
the common source mode of
Charts, white
amplifiers and amplifier.
Board and
markers
5.2 Explain biasing conditions
5.2 Distinguish between the modes of
for class A, B, AB and C
operation of the amplifiers in 5.3
operation in the common
above
source mode of amplifiers
and amplifier.
5.3 Explain the differences
between the modes of
operation of the amplifiers
in 5.2 above

5.3 Explain the performance of a twostate class A common-emitter and
common-source amplifier

5.4 Explain the performance of
a two-state class A
common-emitter and
common-source amplifier

5.4 Explain the following types of
interstate coupling
i. Resistance-capacitance
ii. Direct
iii transformer

5.5 Explain the following
types of interstate coupling
i. ResistanceCapacitance
ii. Direct
iii. transformer

5.5 Describe the operation and
characteristics of common
collector amplifier (emitter
follower)

5.6 Explain the operation and
characteristics of common

5.6 Explain the modes of operation of
the following amplifiers
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collector amplifier
(emitter follower)

5.7 Explain the modes of
operation of the following
amplifiers
i. class A push-pull
ii. class B push-pull
iii class C push-pull
iv complementary
push-pull
5.8 Explain the operation and
characteristics of DC
amplifier

i.
ii
iii
iv

class A push-pull
class B push-pull
class C push-pull
complementary pushpull

5.7 Explain the operation and
characteristics of DC amplifier

5.8 Perform experiments to
demonstrate the performance of
different coupling methods in
amplifier

5.9 Show understanding of
experiments to
demonstrate the
performance of different
coupling methods in
amplifier
General Objective: 6.0 Know the hybrid parameters and its applications in the analysis of transistor amplifiers
14 -15
6.1 Explain SPICE parameters
6.1 Describe SPICE parameters for
Text Books,
6.1 To be able
for bipolar transistors
bipolar transistors
Diagrams,
perform
Charts, white
equivalent
Board and
circuit of
markers
transistor
amplifier using
the hybrid
parameters.
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6.1 Perform
experiments
to illustrate
the hybrid
parameters

Text Books,
Diagrams,
Charts,
Digital
system
trainer

6.2 To be able to explain the
characteristics of
Common emitter,
common base and
common collector
amplifiers

6.2 Describe the characteristics of
Common emitter, common base
and common collector amplifiers

6.3 Explain Bode Diagram,
Bandwidth, low and high
frequency effects

6.3 Explain Bode Diagram,
Bandwidth, low and high
frequency effects

6.4 Explain Transistor
Modelling and Circuits
Using
- Miller effect
- Amplifier design
- Differential pair

6.4 Explain Transistor Modelling and
Circuits using
- Miller effect
- Amplifier design
- Differential pair

6.5 Explain h- parameters for
an amplifier Using the
following:
i. voltage gain
ii current gain
iii power gain
iv input resistance
v output resistance

6.5 Draw equivalent circuit of
transistor amplifier using the
hybrid parameters

6.6 Identify relevant problems
using the hybrid
parameters

6.6 Derive expressions, using h
parameters for an amplifier using
the following:

6.2 To be able
draw
equivalent
circuit of
transistor
amplifier using
the hybrid
parameters
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6.2 Draw
equivalent
circuit of
transistor
amplifier
using the
hybrid
parameters

i.
ii
iii
iv
v

voltage gain
current gain
power gain
input resistance
output resistance

6.7 Solve relevant problems using the
hybrid parameters
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COURSE CODE:

ECC 314

DURATION:

GOAL:

This course is intended to provide the student with knowledge of Signal Modulation and
Demodulation

GENERAL OBJECTIVES:
At the end of this course the student should be able to:
1.0 Understand the Principles of Amplitude Modulation
2.0 Understand the Principles of Frequency Modulation
3.0 Understand the Principles of Digital Modulation
4.0 Understand the Principles of Amplitude and Digital Demodulation
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CREDIT HOURS: 3

YEAR: One(1)

SEMESTER: First

PRE: REQUISITE

Theoretical: 1
Practical: 1

GOAL: This course is intended to provide the student with knowledge of Signal Modulation and Demodulation

Theoretical Content

Practical Content

GENERAL OBJECTIVE: 1.0
week Specific Learning
Outcome

Understand the principles of Amplitude Modulation
Teachers
Learning
Specific Learning
Activities
Resources
objectives
1.1Explain
the
term Presentation 1.1 show frequency
1.1 Define the term
modulation
slides,
component in a
modulation
projector,
modulated waveform
1.2 Define Amplitude
1.2Explain
amplitude
projector
1.2
show the amplitude
modulation
modulation
screen,
spectrum diagram
1.3 Define Sideband
magnetic
representing double
modulation
1.3Explain
kinds
of board, Flip
sideband frequency
sideband modulation;
chart
bands
i.
Single sideband
1.3 State the expression
for transmitted
modulation(SSB)
bandwidth
ii.
Double sideband
modulation(DSB)
iii.
Single Sideband
with Suppressed
Carrier (SSBSC)
iv.
Double Sideband
with Suppressed
1.4 State amplitude
Carrier (DSBSC)
modulated radio
v.
The need for SSB
power
and DSB
1.4 Explain
1.5 Sketch the circuit
1.4 Explain Amplitude
Amplitude
diagram for DSB
Modulation
Modulation
production

1.5 Identify the
expression for
transmitted

1.6 Sketch the block
diagram for SSB
production using:

1.5 Explain the expression
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Teachers
Activities
1.1 Show how to use
analytical method to
obtain the frequency
component in an
amplitude modulated
waveform
1.2 Guide the student to
sketch the amplitude
spectrum diagram
representing double
sideband frequency
bands
1.3 Derive the expression
for transmitted
bandwidth
1.4 Derive amplitude
modulated radio
power
1.5 Guide the student to
sketch the circuit
diagram for generating
DSB signals

1.6 Guide the student

Learning
Resources
Oscilloscope
Balanced
modulator
unit

bandwidth
1.6 Explain
amplitude
modulation
transmission
power

1.7 Explain why
there is more
power in the
carrier.
1.8 Identify
problems
involved in
amplitude
modulation.
1.9 Explain the
operation of a
balanced
modulator
1.10 Explain the
principle of
operation of a ring
modulator
1.11

State the

for transmitted
bandwidth

i.
ii.

filter method
phase method

1.7 Sketch the waveform
and amplitude spectrum
of an SSB signal.
(a) Derive
expression for
SSBSC (single
side band
suppressed
carrier) signal
(b) Sketch the
spectrum
diagram
1.8 Perform experiment
to determine amplitude
modulation

1.6 Explain the expression
for transmission power

1.7 List reasons for more
power in suppressed
carrier signals

1.8 Explain problems
involved on amplitude
modulation

1.9 Explain the operation

of a balanced modulator
1.10 Explain the principle
of operation of a ring
modulator
1.11 State the
advantages and
disadvantages of the
SSB over;
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to sketch the block
diagram for SSB
production using:
i. filter method
ii. phase method
1.7 Guide the student to
sketch the waveform

and amplitude spectrum
of an SSB signal.
(a) Derive
expression
for SSBSC
(single side
band
suppressed
carrier) signal
(b) Sketch the
spectrum
diagram
1.7 Guide the students
to carry out
experiment to
determine
amplitude
modulation

advantages and
disadvantages of
the SSB over;
i
DSB
ii
DSBSC
iii
SSBSC

i
ii
iii

DSB
DSBSC
SSBSC

GENERAL OBJECTIVE: 2.0
Understand the principles of Frequency Modulation (FM)
Presentation 2.1 State the
2.1 Define frequency 2.1 Explain frequency
Modulation
slides,
modulation.
expression for a
projector,
frequency
2.2
Explain
phase
projector
2.2 Define phase
modulation
modulation
screen,
modulation
waveform
2.3 Explain the
principles of
digital
modulation
2.4 Identify
problems
with frequency
modulation.
2.5 Explain the
relationship
between phase
and frequency
modulation

magnetic
board, Flip
chart

2.2 Sketch the
spectrum of a
frequency
modulated signal
using Bessel
function table
with a given
modulation index

2.3 List the principles of
digital
Modulation

2.4 Explain why FM signals
have a wider band than
AM
signals

2.3 State expression
for a phase
modulated signal

2.5 Explain the problems
associated with
frequency
modulation

2.4 Sketch the
waveform for a
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2.1 Guide the student to
derive the expression
for a frequency
modulation waveform
2.2 Guide the student to
sketch the spectrum

of a frequency
modulated signal
using Bessel
function table with
a given modulation
index
2.3 Derive expression
for a phase
modulated signal
2.4 Show how to
sketch the
waveform for a
phase modulated

Oscilloscope
Balanced
modulator
unit
Varactor
diode
Reactive
valves

phase modulated
signal
2.5 Sketch the block
diagram of a
phase
modulation
method of
producing an
FM signal

2.6 Explain the
relationship
between phase and
2.6 Explain the signal
frequency
to noise ratio of
modulation
a frequency
modulated
2.7 Explain the signal to
waveform.
noise
ratio of a frequency
2.8 Explain triangular
modulated waveform
noise distribution
2.9 Identify
problems
with phase
modulations.
2.10 Explain
capture
effect with
respect to FM

2.6 Sketch a
spectrum diagram
showing the
triangular noise
distribution with
different values of
modulation index

2.8 Explain triangular
noise
Distribution

signal
2.5 Show how to
sketch the block
diagram of a phase
modulation method
of producing an FM
signal
2.7 Sketch a spectrum
diagram illustrating
the triangular noise
distribution with
different values of
modulation index

2.8 Illustrate with the
aid of block diagram
2.7 Show with the
how FM wave is
aid of block diagram
generated.
how FM wave is
generated.
2.9 demonstrate the
production of FM
2.8 Show the
signal using:
production of FM
i. Varactor diode
signal using
ii. Reactance valve
i. Varactor diode;
ii Reactance
2.10 Carry out
valve.
experiment to
illustrate FM and
phase modulations

2.9 Explain the problem
associated with phase
modulation
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GENERAL OBJECTIVE: 3.0
3.1 Define the term
digital
modulation.
3.2 Explain the
digital
modulation
principles
3.3 Explain the
frequency
component of
pulse using
Fourier series.
3.4 Explain the
disadvantage of
Pulse Amplitude
Modulation
(PAM) system.

2.9 Perform
experiment to
illustrate FM and
phase modulations
Understand The Principles Of Digital Modulation
3.1 Explain digital
Presentation 3.1 Sketch the
modulation
slides,
spectrum diagram
projector,
of a digital
projector
modulation system
screen,
3.2 Explain the following
magnetic
digital modulation
3.2 Sketch the block
board, Flip
principles:
diagram of a PAM
chart
i. pulse amplitude
{pulse amplitude
modulation;
modulation}
ii. pulse position
transmitter and
modulation
receiver
iii. pulse width
modulation;
3.3 Show with the aid
iv. pulse code
of sketches time
modulation
division
multiplexing
principles.

3.3 Analyze the

frequency
component of pulse
using Fourier series

3.4 Perform
experiments to
illustrate digital
modulation
principles

3.4 Discuss the
disadvantages of Pulse
Amplitude Modulation
System (PAM) system

3.5 Explain problems
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3.1 Illustrate how to
sketch the spectrum
diagram of a digital
modulation system

Flip chart
Whiteboard
Smartboard

3.2 Show the student
how to sketch the
block diagram of a
PAM {pulse amplitude
modulation}
transmitter and
receiver

3.3 Illustrate with the aid
of sketches time
division multiplexing
principles.
3.4 Guide the student in
carrying out
experiments to
illustrate digital
modulation principles

on digital
modulation.

3.5 Discuss problems

with digital
3.6 Explain principles
modulation
of Time Division
Multiplexing
3.6 List the principles of
Time Division
Multiplexing

GENERAL OBJECTIVE: 4.0

Understand the Principles of Amplitude and Digital Demodulation

4.1 Define the term
Demodulation

4.1 Explain demodulation

4.2 Explain the
principles of
amplitude
demodulation

4.2 List the principles of
amplitude
demodulation

4.3 Explain the
schemes
in amplitude
demodulation
4.4 Explain Digital
demodulation
schemes
4.5 Explain the
methods
of demodulation

Presentation
slides,
projector,
projector
screen,
magnetic
board, Flip
chart

4.3 List the amplitude
demodulation schemes

4.4 List the digital
demodulation
Schemes
4.5 List the methods of
demodulation
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PROGRAMME:

HNID COMPUTER HARDWARE ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY

COURSE TITLE:

ELECTRONIC DESIGN AND DRAFTING

COURSE CODE:

ECC 315

DURATION:
GOAL:

This course is designed to provide the students student with knowledge and skill in
design and drafting of electronic Circuits.

GENERAL OBJECTIVES:
On completion of this course, the student should be able to:
1.0

Know the symbols of components used in electronics.

2.0

Know how to draw schematic diagrams.

3.0

Know how to draw block and logic diagrams

4.0

Know construction of a dependable and easy to trouble-shoot prototype or modification circuit.

5.0

Know the production of printed circuit boards.

6.0

Know how to dram wiring assembly diagrams.
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7.0
PROGRAMME:
COURSE:
YEAR: 1

Understand the various type of design and layout of communication systems.
HNID COMPUTER HARDWARE ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
ELECTRONIC DESIGN AND DRAFTING
SEMESTER 1
PRE: REQUISITE

COURSE CODE: ECC 315
CREDIT HOURS: 2
Theoretical:
Practical:
GOAL: This course is designed to provide the students student with knowledge and skill in design and drafting of electronic circuits.
Theoretical Content
Practical Content
GENERAL OBJECTIVE: 1.0
Know the symbols of components used in electronics
Week
Specific Learning
Teachers
Learning
Specific Learning
Teachers
Learning
Outcome
Activities
Resources
objectives
Activities
Resources
1-3
1.1
list commonly used
1.1 List commonly used
Drawing
1.1 Draw graphic
1.4 Demonstrate Drawing
electronic components
electronic
Materials,
symbols of
draw graphic
Materials,
components
Magnetic
Electrical
symbols of
Magnetic
1.2
Identify the type using
Board,
components
components
Board,
letters eg BC/2 (class
1.2 Identify the type using Charts,
listed in 1.1
Charts,
letter)
letters eg BC/2 (class
Card boards
letter)
1.3
Draw graphic symbols of
components listed in 1.1 1.3 Draw graphic symbols
of components listed
in 1.1
2.0
Know how to draw schematic diagrams.
3-5
2.1 Explain schematic diagram.
2.1 Explain schematic
2.1 Produce
2.1 Demonstrate
Drawing
 Drawing
diagram.
schematic
schematic
Materials,
Materials,
diagrams from
diagrams from Magnetic
 Magnetic
rough
rough
Board,
Board,
sketches.
sketches.
Charts,
 Charts,
Card boards
2.2 Explain the meaning of the
2.2 Explain the
2.2 Produce
2.2 Demonstrate
following signal flow,
meaning of the
schematic
schematic
component reference (class
following signal
diagram from
diagram from
letters) designation
flow, component
component
component
components values, subreference (class
connection
connection
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assembling and components
connection.

letters) designation
components values,
sub-assembling and
components
connection.

2.3 Outline the guidelines for
drawing a well arranged
schematic diagram.

2.3 Outline the
guidelines for
drawing a well
arranged
schematic diagram.

2.4 Produce schematic diagrams
from rough sketches.

2.4 Produce schematic
diagrams from rough
sketches.

2.5 Produce schematic diagram
from component connection
diagrams.

2.5 Produce schematic
diagram from
component
connection diagrams.

diagrams

2.6 Tabulate the parts list
(electronic components list)
for a complete schematic
diagram.

6-8

2.6 Tabulate the parts list
(electronic
components list) for a
complete schematic
diagram.
3.0
Know how to draw block and logic diagrams
3.1 Define block and logic
3.1 Define block and
diagrams.
logic diagrams.

diagrams

3.2 Differentiate between logic
and block diagrams.

3.2 Differentiate between
logic and block
diagrams.

Drawing
Materials,
Magnetic
Board,
charts,
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3.1 Produce block
and logic
diagrams from
freehand
sketches.

3.1 Demonstrate
block and
logic diagrams
from freehand
sketches.

Drawing
Materials,
Magnetic
Board,
Charts,
Card boards

9-11

3.3 Explain the step-by-step
procedure to be followed in
drafting block and diagrams.

3.3 Explain the step-bystep procedure to be
followed in
drafting block and
diagrams.

3.4 Produce block and logic
diagrams from freehand
sketches.

3.4 Demonstrate block
and logic diagrams
from freehand
sketches.

4.0
Know construction of a dependable and easy to trouble-shoot prototype or modification circuit
4.1 Explain the section criteria in
4.1 Describe the section
Drawing
4.1 Construct a
choosing prototype board.
criteria in choosing
Materials,
prototype of
prototype board.
Magnetic
simple
Board,
electronic
4.2 List the basic commercially
4.2 describe the basic
charts,
circuit.
available materials for building
commercially
for a prototype or modification
available materials for
circuit e.g.
building for a
i solderless breadboard.
prototype or
ii universal p.c. board
modification circuit
iii matrix Vero board. Describe
e.g.
the board in 4.2 above.
i solderless
breadboard.
ii universal p.c. board
iii matrix Vero board.
4.3 State the merits and demerit
of the material in 4.2 above.

4.3 Describe the
board in 4.2 above.

4.4 Explain the step-by step

4.4 State the merits and
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4.1 Demonstr
ate how
to
construct
a
prototype
of simple
electronic
circuit.

Drawing
Materials,
Magnetic
Board,
Charts,
Card boards

procedure in laying out and
building a circuit neatly (using
colour- code: writing) on the
board in 4.2 above.
4.5 Construct a prototype of
simple electronic circuit.

demerit of the material
in 4.2 above.
4.5 Explain the step-by
step procedure in
laying out and building
a circuit neatly (using
colour- code: writing)
on the board in 4.2
above.
4.6 Construct a prototype

of simple electronic
circuit.
5.0 Know the production of printed circuit boards.
12-13
5.1 State the function of printed
circuit boards.

5.1 State the function of
printed circuit boards.

5.2 Discuss the merits and
demerits of using printed circuit
vis-à-vis component interconnection using wires.

5.2 Discuss the merits and
demerits of using printed
circuit vis-à-vis
component interconnection using wires.

5.3 Describe the various type of
printed circuit boards i.e
i.
single-sided type
ii
double sided type
iii
Multilayer
structure

Drawing
Materials,
Magnetic
Board,
charts,

Making a printed
circuit board for a
simple electronic
circuit
Wiring assembly
diagrams

5.3 Describe the various
type of printed circuit
boards i.e
i. single-sided type
ii double sided type
iii Multilayer structure

5.4 Describe the process
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5.1 Demonstrate
how to Making a
printed circuit
board for a simple
electronic circuit
5.2 Wiring
assembly
diagrams

Drawing
Materials,
Magnetic
Board,
charts,

5.4 Describe the process
involved in printing circuit
board fabrication using:
i.
printing and etch
method
ii
photo-reduction
method

involved in printing
circuit board
fabrication using:
i.
printing and
etch method
ii
photo-reduction
method

5.5 Explain the step-by-step
procedure for achieving good
component arrangement and
conduction path pattern on a
printed circuit board.

5.5 Explain the step-bystep procedure for
achieving good
component arrangement
and conduction path
pattern on a printed
circuit board.

5.6 Making a printed circuit board
for a simple electronic circuit

5.6 Making a printed
circuit board for a simple
electronic circuit

5.7 Wiring assembly diagrams:

5.7 Wiring assembly
diagrams:

2.0 Know how to dram wiring assembly diagrams.
13-14
6.1 Define each of the following
diagrams: i.
Point-to-point
ii.
Baseline
iii.
Highway

6.2 Explain the step-by-step
procedure to follow in

6.1 Define each of the
following diagrams: iv.
Point-topoint
v.
Baseline
vi.
Highway

Drawing
Materials,
Magnetic
Board,
charts,

6.2 Explain the step-by51

Design and layout
of communication
systems

Describe the
Design and layout
of communication
systems

Drawing
Materials,
Magnetic
Board,
Charts,
Card boards

drawing the diagram in 6.2

6.3 Draw the diagram in 6.1
6.4 Design and layout of
communication systems

step procedure to follow
in drawing the diagram in
6.2
6.3 Draw the diagram in
6.1
6.4 Describe the design
and layout of
communication systems

3.0
15

Understand the various type of design and layout of communication systems.
Drawing
7.1
Design of
7.1 List the component unit of a
7.1 list the component
Materials,
lay-out of
public system address system
unit of a public system
Magnetic
communication
i.
Amplifier
address system
Board,
systems for the
ii.
Loudspeaker
charts,
following in the
i. Amplifier
iii.
Mixer
multi-storey
ii Loudspeaker
iv.
Cassette Player
building: iii Mixer
v.
Tape Recorder
i. public address
iv Cassette Player
system(PAS)
v. Tape Recorder
ii.
Telephone
iii.
Intercom
iv.
Television
7.2 Draw symbol of
7.2 Draw symbol of components
v.
Closed
components listed in
listed in 7.1 above
circuit Television
7.1 above

7.3 Describe manufacturer’s
specification of units listed in
7.1

7.3 Describe
manufacturer’s
specification of units
listed in 7.1
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7.1 Describe the
design of lay-out
of communication
systems for the
following in the
multi-storey
building: i.
public
address
system(PAS)
ii.
Telephon
e
iii.
Intercom
iv.
Television
v.
Closed
circuit Television

Drawing
Materials,
Magnetic
Board,
Charts,
Card boards

7.4 Discuss the possible interconnection of the units listed
in 7.1
i.
Microphone selection
(cord or wireless type)
ii.
Loudspeaker (Series
or parallel
connection)
iii.
Cable connection
(length and
impedance)
iv.
Mixer selection
(number of inputs)
v.
Amplifier (Power and
impedance rating)

7.4 Discuss the possible
inter-connection of
the units listed in 7.1
i.
Microphone
selection
(cord or
wireless type)
ii.
Loudspeaker
iii.
(Series or
parallel
connection)
Cable
iv
connection
(length and
impedance)
v.
Mixer selection
(number of
inputs)
vi.
Amplifier
(Power and
impedance
rating)

7.5 Design of lay-out of
communication systems for
the following in the multistorey building: i.
public address
system(PAS)
ii.
Telephone
iii.
Intercom
iv.
Television
v.
Closed circuit

7.5 Design of lay-out of
communication
systems for the
following in the multistorey building: i. Public address
system (PAS)
ii. Telephone
iii. Intercom
iv. Television
53

Television
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v. Closed circuit
Television
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COURSE TITLE:

COMPUTER ARCHITECTURE

COURSE CODE:

CHE 311

DURATION:
GOAL:

To equip students with knowledge and skills in computer system architecture

GENERAL OBJECTIVES:
Having successfully completed this course, the students should be able to:
1.0

Understand the basic concept of computer architecture

2.0

Understand the design techniques for Digital Computer System

3.0

Understanding Memory Organization

4.0

Understanding Parallel Computer Architecture

5.0

Understand Conventional 8/16/32/64 bits Computer Architecture

6.0

Understanding Computer Components

7.0

Know how to assemble a computer system

8.0 Understanding Safety Measures in computer Assemblage

55

PROGRAMME:

HNID COMPUTER HARDWARE ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY

COURSE:

COMPUTER ARCHITECTURE

YEAR: ONE

SEMESTER

GOAL:

COURSE CODE: CHE 311

ONE

PRE: REQUISITE

Theoretical:

To equip students with knowledge and skills in computer system architecture

Theoretical Content
GENERAL OBJECTIVE: 1.0
week

CREDIT HOURS: 3

Practical Content

Understand the basic concept of computer architecture

Specific Learning

Teachers

Learning

Specific

Teachers

Outcome

Activities

Resources

Learning

Activities

objectives
1.1 Define Computer Architecture

1.1 Explain the general

frame

for computer Architecture

1.2 Explain the evolution of
Computer Architecture

1.1. Identify

1.1 Sketch simple to complex computer

with Marker,

positions

Magnetic board

of various

1.2 Sketch of Von Neumann’s

and

section of

Computer Architecture

Architecture, Harvard,

Graphical

the

Princeton machine etc

Chart.

Computer

1.2 Describe Von Neumann 1945

architectu

1.3 Explain the Arithmetic logic and
its Basic Registers

White board

re

architectural Chart.

1.3 Draw the General Architecture of a
computer

1.3 Explain the Arithmetic logic
and its Basic Registers

1.4 Define the Constituents of ALU,
CU, OU

1.4 Explain ALU, CU, OU

1.4 Describe Machine language

56

1.5 Explain the Addressing System

1.5 Explain addressing system as
1.5 Show format of registers

data holding places.

1.6 Explain One Instruction Set
Computer (OISC)
1.6 Explain the Format of data in a
Register

1.7 Define machine language

1.6 Demonstrate the different
addressing mode

2.0. Design techniques for Digital Computer System
2.1. Explain Logic

2.1 Explain Truth Table

systems

2.2 define Logic Gates

2.2 Explain Boolean

2.1 Describe

Connecting

the principles

principles of Logic Gates

wire, Electric

of logic gates

with the use of simulink to

Bulb

Algebra

2.3 List different Basic

Switch,

2.3 Use Truth Table
57

2.1 Demonstrate the working

design basic logic gates

logic Gates
i.

AND

ii.

OR

iii.

NOT

iv.

NAND

v.

NOR

to design logic
network

2.4 Explain Logic
Network
3.0 Understanding Memory Organization
3.1 Explain the Binary

3.1 Explain the Binary

White board

system, Acai,

system, Acai,

with Marker,

Hexadecimal System

Hexadecimal System

Graphical
Chart.

3.2 Explain Binary to
Decimal conversion

3.3 Explain Decimal to
Binary conversion

3.4 Describe Binary to

3.2 Explain Binary to
Decimal conversion

3.3 Explain Decimal to
Binary conversion

3.4 Explain Binary-

Decimal to

Decimal- Hexadecimal

Hexadecimal

Conversion

58

Conversion
3.5 Explain the size of
3.5 Describe the Size of
Memory

Memory from bits to
Terabyte

4.0 Understanding Parallel Computer Architecture
4.1 Explain Parallel
computer

4.1 Explain Parallel

System mother

computer Architecture

Architecture

4.2 Explain the Principle

4.2 Explain the Principle of

of Parallel data flow

Parallel data flow

Structure

Structure

4.3 Describe the Basic

4.3 Explain the Basic

Parallel

Parallel Microprocessor

Microprocessor

architecture

architecture

4.4 Explain the general
architecture of a
Computer
Motherboard
59

board

5.0 Understand Conventional 8/16/32/64 bits Computer Architecture
5.1. Explain the

5.1 Explain the

32 and 64 bits

5.1 Identify

conventional

conventional

processor

different

8/16/32/64 bits

8/16/32/64

processors

Computer

bits Computer

at least 32

architecture

architecture

and 64bits

5.1 Describe the available
microprocessors

with their
5.2 Explain the

5.2 Explain the

differences in the

differences in the

convention.

convention.

5.3 Explain the different

5.3 Explain the different

microprocessors

microprocessors

associated with each

associated with each

convention

convention

motherboards

6.0 Know Computer Components
6.1 Explain different slots

6.1 Explain different slots

on the computer

on the computer

Motherboard

Motherboard

6.2 List different

6.1 Identify
the

components found on
slot and

the Computer

computer

motherboard

6.2 Explain different

components found on

components found on

the computer

the computer
60

6.1 Display different

component

motherboard

6.3 Explain

motherboard

6.3 Describe

Communication

Communication

devices on the

devices on the

motherboard

motherboard

6.4 List different data

6.4 Explain different data

communication

communication

devices in a system

devices in a system

unit.

unit.

6.5 Describe Memory

6.5 Describe Memory

Banks and types of

Banks and types of

memory (RAM,

memory (RAM,

ROM)

ROM)

6.6 List different types of
Random Access
Memory

7.0 Know how to Assemble a Computer System
7.1 Define computer

7.1 Explain computer

System casing,
61

7.1 Couple

7.1 Demonstrate computer

assemblage

assemblage

Motherboard,
HDD,

7.2 Explain a motherboard

7.2 Explain a

on the

7.2 Describe a motherboard

Communication board

7.3 List components of a

8.0

components

CD-ROM,

motherboard

motherboard

Assemblage

cables,
7.3 Explain

and Test

RAM,

7.3 Display components of a
Motherboard,

i.

System casing

components of

Jumper setting,

i.

System casing,

ii.

Motherboard

a motherboard

CMOS battery

ii.

Motherboard

iii.

HDD

iii.

HDD,

iv.

CD-ROM

i.

System casing

iv.

CD-ROM

v.

Communication cables

ii.

Motherboard

v.

Communication cables

vi.

RAM

iii.

HDD

vi.

RAM

vii.

Jumper setting

iv.

CD-ROM

vii.

Jumper setting

viii.

CMOS battery

v.

Communication cables

viii.

CMOS battery

vi.

RAM

vii.

Jumper setting

viii.

CMOS battery

Know Safety Measures in computer Assemblage

8.1 Define safety



8.1 Explain the
importance of safety
62

White

8.1 Identify

board with

the

8.1 Display different safety
tools

8.2 Explain safety

8.2 Explain safety


Marker,

different

Graphical

safety
tools

measures needed to

measures needed to

be taken during

be taken during

safety

computer assembly

computer assembly

Chart,


8.3 Explain the various

8.3 Explain the various

tools to be used

tools to be used

8-4 List the various tools

8.4 List the various tools

used

PROGRAMME:

Fire
extinguishe
r,

used
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COURSE TITLE:

WINDOWS OPERATING SYSTEM

COURSE CODE:

CHE 312

DURATION:

Hours/Week Theory: 2hrs Practical: 4hrs

GOAL:

This course is designed to provide the students with the working knowledge of
windows Operating System.

GENERAL OBJECTIVES:
On completion of this course, the student should be able to:
1.0

Know how to upgrade windows operating system.

2.0

Know the features of windows operating system

3.0

Know how to format and partition using windows operating system

4.0

Know the basic command in windows operating system

5.0

Know how to back up and create user group using windows operating system

6.0

Know how to implement security practice to secure a workstation

7.0

Know how to troubleshoot a computer system

64

PROGRAMME:
COURSE:
YEAR: 1

HNID COMPUTER HARDWARE ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
WINDOWS OPERATING SYSTEM
SEMESTER 1
PRE: REQUISITE CHT 111

COURSE CODE: ECC 312
Theoretical:
Practical:
GOAL: This course is designed to provide the students with the working knowledge of windows Operating System..
Theoretical Content
Practical Content
GENERAL OBJECTIVE: 1.0
Know how to upgrade windows operating system.
week
Specific Learning
Teachers
Learning
Outcome
Activities
Resources
1-2
1.1 Explain the features of windows 1.1 Explain the features
Chalkboard,
operating systems
and requirements of
chart
various windows
magnetic
operating systems
board

Specific Learning
objectives
Upgrade windows
operating system

Teachers
Activities
Demonstrate how
to upgrade
windows
operating system.

Learning
Resources
PC,
Magnetic
Board,
Operating
system
software.

2.1 Install windows
operating system

2.1 Guide
students
to install,
uninstall and
repair
operating
system

PC, Operating
system
software,
Projector

1.2 Explain the various requirements
of windows operating systems.

2-4

1.2 Explain Upgrade
paths (differences
between in-place
1.3 Explain Upgrade paths
upgrades,
(differences between in-place
Compatibility tools,
upgrades, Compatibility tools,
windows upgrade OS
windows upgrade OS Advisor)
Advisor)
2.0 Know the features of windows operating system
2.1 Explain the features of windows
2.1 Explain the features
operating system
of windows operating
a. Administrative tools
system
b. File structure and paths,
a. Administrative
c. users Account control,
tools
d. gadgets,
b. File structure and
e. sidebar,
paths,
f. Ready Boost shadow copy,
c. users Account
g. windows easy transfer,
control,
h. system restore,
d. gadgets,
i. Event viewer,
e. sidebar,

CREDIT HOURS: 6

chart
magnetic
board

2.2 Uninstall network
operating system
65

j. defender,
k. security center Bit locker
l. windows firewall e.t.c

f.

2.2 Explain how to install network
operating system

h.
i.
j.
k.

g.

2.3 Explain how to uninstall a
network operating system
l
2.4 Explain how to repair a network
operating system

Ready Boost
shadow copy,
windows easy
transfer,
system restore,
Event viewer,
defender,
security center
Bit locker
windows firewall
e.t.c

2.3 Repair a network
operating system

2.2 Explain how to install
a network operating
system
2.3 Explain how to
uninstall network
operating system

4-7

2.4 Explain how to repair
a network operating
system
3.0 Know how to format and partition using windows operating system
3.1 Explain Partitioning and
3.1 Explain Partitioning
Textbook
formatting
and formatting
Chart
Magnetic
3.2 Explain the process of
3.2 Explain the process of board
Partitioning
Partitioning
-

Dynamic,
Basic
Primary,
Extended

-

Dynamic,
Basic
Primary,
Extended
66

3.1 Demonstrate
Partitioning

3.1 Demonstrate
Partitioning

3.2 Demonstrate the
process of
formatting

3.2 Demonstrate
the process of
formatting

3.3 Demonstrate the
steps used for
windows operating

3.3 Demonstrate
the steps used
for windows

PC,
Windows
operating
system
installation disc

-

Logical

3.3 Explain the process of formatting
- FAT
- FAT32
- NTFS
- CDFS
3.4 Explain the type of installations
creating image, unattended
installation,
- upgrade,
- clean install
- repair installation multiport,
- remote network installation
- image deployment
- Load alternate third party
drivers when necessary
- driver installation software
- windows updates
- factory recovery partition

7- 10

-

Logical

system

operating
system

3.3 Explain the process
of formatting
- FAT
- FAT32
- NTFS
- CDFS
3.4 Explain the type of
installations
creating image,
unattended
installation,
- upgrade,
- clean install
- repair installation
o multiport,
- remote network
installation
- image
deployment
- Load alternate
third party drivers
when necessary
- driver installation
o software
- windows updates

4.0 know the basic command in windows operating system
4.1 Explain appropriate command
4.1 Explain appropriate
line
command line tools,
tools,
 Fdisk
 Fdisk
 format disport

chart
magnetic
board
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4.1 Demonstrate
4.1 Demonstrate
appropriate
appropriate
command line tools,
command line
 Fdisk
tools,

chart magnetic
board,
Windows
operating
























format disport
md
rd
cd
del
copy
xcopy
robocopy
taskkill
tasklist
sfc
chkdsk
bootrec),
Fixboot
Fixmbr
Ping
Tracert
Netstat
Ipconfig
Net
Lookup
nbtsta












































md
rd
cd
del
copy
xcopy
robocopy
taskkill
tasklist
sfc
chkdsk
fixboot,
fixmbr),
ping,
tracert
netstat,
ipconfig
net
nslookup,
nbtstat

4.3 Explain operating
system features and
4.3 Explain operating system features
tools:
and tools:
 computer
 computer management
management
 run line utilities
 run line utilities
 splitting partition
 splitting partition
 assigning drive letters
 assigning drive
 adding drives
letters
 adding arrays
 adding drives
 explorer
 adding arrays
 services
 explorer
 system configuration,
 services

format disport
md
rd
cd
del
copy
xcopy
robocopy
taskkill
tasklist
sfc
chkdsk
fixboot,
fixmbr),
ping,
tracert,
netstat,
ipconfig,
net,
nslookup,
nbtstat

4.3 Explain operating
system features and
tools:
 computer
management
 run line utilities
 splitting
partition
 assigning drive
letters
 adding drives
 adding arrays
68
























Fdisk
format
disport
md
rd
cd
del
copy
xcopy
robocopy
taskkill
tasklist
sfc
chkdsk
fixboot
fixmbr)
ping,
tracert
netstat,
ipconfi
net,
nslookup,
nbtstat)

4.3 Explain
operating
system
features and
tools:
 computer
management
 run line
utilities
 splitting

system
installation disc















component services,
data sources
General
Boot, services,
Startup
Tools
Applications,
processes,
performance,
networking,
user
msconfig,
services,
device manager





















system
configuration
component
services,
data sources
General
Boot, services,
Startup
Tools
Applications,
processes,
performance,
networking,
user
msconfig,
services,
device manager















explorer
services
system
configuration,
component
services,
data sources
General
Boot, services,
Startup
Tools
Applications,
processes,
performance,
networking,
user
msconfig,
services,
device
manager






















partition
assigning
drive letters
adding drives
adding arrays
explorer
services
system
configuration,
component
services,
data sources
General
Boot, services,
Startup
Tools
Applications,
processes,
performance,
networking,
user
msconfig,
services,
device
manager

5.0 know how to back up and create user group using windows operating system
10- 12

5.1 Explain preventive maintenance
procedures using appropriate
tools:



Scheduled backups,
Scheduled check disks
scheduled defragmentation,

5.1 Explain preventive
maintenance
procedures using
appropriate tools:


chart
magnetic
board

Scheduled
backups,
69

5.1 Demonstrate how
to
back up a computer
system

5.1 Demonstrate
how to back
up a computer
system

5.2 Describe how to
create a user group

5.2 Describe how
to create a

,
chart magnetic
board,
Windows
operating
system
installation disc










windows updates
patch management
drive/firmware updates,
Anti-virus updates
Backup
check disk
degrag
System Restore
Recovery image

5.2 Explain the differences among
basic OS security settings: system
files and folders
5.3 Explain Users and groups
 Administrator
 Power user
 Guest,
 Standard user
.
5.4 Explain the basics of client side
virtualization:
 Purpose of virtual machines.
 Resource requirements
 Emulator requirements
 security requirements
 Network









in a computer
system

Scheduled check
disks scheduled
defragmentation,
windows updates
patch
management
drive/firmware
updates,
Anti-virus updates
Backup
check disk

5.2 Explain the
differences among
basic OS security
settings: system files
and folders
5.3 Explain Users and
groups
 Administrator
 Power user
 Guest,
 Standard user
5.4 Explain the basics of
client side
virtualization:
 Purpose of virtual
machines.
 Resource
requirements
 Emulator
requirements
70

user
group in a
computer
system




12- 14

security
requirements
Network

6.0 Know how to implement security practice to secure a workstation
6.1 Explain common prevention
6.1 Explain common
chart
methods:
prevention methods:
magnetic
 Physical security
 Physical security
board
 Lock doors
 Lock doors
 Tailgating
 Tailgating
 Security
 Security
 Physical
 Physical
documents/passwords/shreddin
documents/passw
g
ords/shredding
 Biometrics
 Biometrics
 Badges
 Badges
 Key fobs
 Key fobs
 RFID badge
 RFID badge
 RSA token
 RSA token
 Privacy filters
 Privacy filters
 Retinal
 Retinal
6.2 Explain Digital security
 Antivirus
 Firewalls
 Anti-spyware
 User authentication/strong
passwords
 directory permissions
6.3 Explain common security threats:
Malware
Rootkits
Phishing









6.2 Explain Digital
security
Antivirus
Firewalls
Anti-spyware
User
authentication/str
ong passwords
directory
permissions

71

6.1 Describe how to
Implement security
best practices to secure
a workstation: setting
strong passwords.
Requiring passwords.
Restricting user
permissions. Changing
default user names,
disabling guest
account. Screensaver
required password.
Disable AutoRun.

6.1Demonstrate
how to Implement
security best
practices to
secure a
workstation:
setting strong
passwords.
Requiring
passwords.
Restricting user
permissions.
Changing default
user names,
disabling guest
account.
Screensaver
required
password. Disable
AutoRun.

chart magnetic
board,
Windows
operating
system
installation disc

spyware,
viruses (warms, Trojans)
6.4 Explain how to Implement
security best practices to secure a
workstation:
setting strong passwords.
Requiring passwords.
Restricting user permissions.
Changing default user names,
disabling guest account.
Screensaver required password.
Disable AutoRun.

6.3 Explain common
security threats:
 Malware
 Rootkits
 Phishing
 spyware,
 viruses (warms,
Trojans)
6.4 Explain how to
Implement security
best
practices to secure a
workstation:
 setting strong
passwords.
 Requiring
passwords.
 Restricting user
permissions.
 Changing default
user names,
 disabling guest
account.
 Screensaver
required
password.
 Disable AutoRun.

7.0 know how to troubleshoot a computer system
7.1 Explain securing a wireless
7.1 Explain securing a
network:
wireless network:

chart
magnetic
72

7.1 Explain securing a
wireless network:

7.1 Demonstrate
securing a

chart magnetic
board,










change default user names
and passwords.
Changing SSID.
Setting encryption.
Disabling SSID broadcast.
Enable MAC filtering
Antenna
access point placement.
Radio power levels.
Assign static IP addresses.

7.2 Explain securing a SOHO wired
network:
 Change default user names
and passwords
 Enable MAC filtering
 Assign static IP addresses.
Disabling ports
 physical security
7.3 Explain common symptoms
no connectivity
 APIPA address
 limited connectivity
 local connectivity,
intermittent connectivity
 IP conflict
 slow transfer speeds
 low RF signal
 Cable tester
 loopback plug
 punch down tools
 toner probes
 wire stripers













change default
user names and
passwords.
Changing SSID.
Setting
encryption.
Disabling SSID
broadcast. Enable
MAC filtering
Antenna
access point
placement.
Radio power
levels.



board









Assign static IP
addresses.

change default
user names
and passwords.
Changing SSID.
Setting
encryption.
Disabling SSID
broadcast.
Enable MAC
filtering
Antenna
access point
placement.
Radio power
levels.

.
7.2 Demonstrate
securing a SOHO
wired network:
 Change default
user names and
passwords. Enable
MAC filtering.
 Assign static IP
addresses.
Disabling ports,
physical security

7.2 Explain securing a
SOHO wired network:
 VGA mode
 No image no
screen
 overheat
shutdown
 Dead pixels
 Artifacts
 colour patterns
incorrect
 dim image
 flickering image
 distorted image
 discoloration(dega
ussing), BSoD)

7.3 Demonstrate
common symptoms
 no connectivity
 APIPA address
 limited
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wireless
network:
change
default user
names and
passwords.
Changing
SSID.
Setting
encryption.
Disabling SSID
broadcast.
Enable MAC
filtering,
Antenna and
access point
placement.
Radio power
levels.
Assign static
IP addresses.

7.2 Demonstrate
securing a
SOHO wired
network:
 Change
default user
names and
passwords.
Enable MAC
filtering.
Assign static
IP addresses.

Windows
operating
system
installation disc










crimper
ping
IPconfing
Tracert
Netstat
Nbtstat
Net
wireless locator

7.5 Explain common video and
display issues: common
symptoms
 VGA mode
 No image no screen
 overheat shutdown
 Dead pixels
 Artifacts
 colour patterns incorrect
 dim image
 flickering image
 distorted image
 discoloration(degaussing),
BSoD)
7. 5 Explain troubleshooting hard
drives and RAID arrays with
appropriate tools:
 Format Fdisk
 Chkds
 Read/write failure
 slow performance
 loud clicking noise
 failure to boot
 drive not recognized



7.3 Explain common
Symptoms
 no connectivity
 APIPA address
 limited
connectivity
 local connectivity,
intermittent
connectivity
 IP conflict
 slow transfer
speeds
 low RF signal
 Cable tester
 loopback plug
 punch down tools
 toner probes
 wire stripers
 crimper
 ping
 IPconfing
 Tracert
 Netstat
 Nbtstat
 Net
 wireless locator


















connectivity
local
connectivity,
intermittent
connectivity
IP conflict
slow transfer
speeds
low RF signal
Cable tester
loopback plug
punch down
tools
toner probes
wire stripers
crimper
ping
IPconfing
Tracert
Netstat
Nbtstat
Net
wireless
locator

7.4 Describe common
video and display
issues:
 common
symptoms (VGA
mode, no image no
screen, overheat
shutdown, Dead
pixels, Artifacts,

7.4 Explain common video
and display issues:
 common symptoms
(VGA mode, no image
no screen, overheat
shutdown, Dead
74



Disabling
ports,
physical
security

7.3 Demonstrate
common
symptoms
 no
connectivity
 APIPA address
 limited
connectivity
 local
connectivity,
intermittent
connectivity
 IP conflict
 slow transfer
speeds
 low RF signal
 Cable tester
 loopback plug
 punch down
tools
 toner probes
 wire stripers
 crimper
 ping
 IPconfing
 Tracert
 Netstat
 Nbtstat
 Net









OS not found
RAID not found
RAID stops working
BSoD)
Screwdriver,
external enclosures
file recovery software

pixels, Artifacts,
colour patterns
incorrect, dim image,
flickering image,
distorted image,
discoloration
(degaussing), BSoD)

colour patterns
incorrect, dim
image, flickering
image, distorted
image,
discoloration
(degaussing),
BSoD)

7.5 Explain
troubleshooting hard
drives and RAID
arrays with
appropriate
tools: Format
 Fdisk
 Chkds
 Read/write failure
 slow performance
 loud clicking noise
 failure to boot
 drive not
recognized
 OS not found
 RAID not found
 RAID stops
working
 BSoD)
 Screwdriver,
 external
enclosures
 file recovery
software

7.5 Demonstrate how
to
troubleshooting
hard drives and
RAID arrays with
appropriate tools:
 Format
 Fdisk
 Chkds
 Read/write failure
 slow performance
 loud clicking noise
 failure to boot
 drive not
recognized
 OS not found
 RAID not found
 RAID stops working
 BSoD)
 Screwdriver,
 external enclosures
 file recovery
software
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wireless
locator

7.4 Describe
common video
and display
issues:
7.5 Explain
troubleshooting
hard drives
and RAID
arrays with
appropriate
tools: Format
 Fdisk
 Chkds
 Read/write
failure
 slow
performance
 loud clicking
noise
 failure to boot
 drive not
recognized
 OS not found
 RAID not
found
 RAID stops
working
 BSoD)





PROGRAMME:

HNID COMPUTER HARDWARE ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
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Screwdriver,
external
enclosures
file recovery
software

COURSE TITLE:

TECHNICAL REPORT WRITING

COURSE CODE:

CEC 321

DURATION:
GOAL:

To equip students with knowledge and skills in Technical Report Writing

GENERAL OBJECTIVES: Having successfully completed this course, the students should be able to:
1.0

Understand the Content of a Technical Report

2.0

Understand the methodology and Sequence of Writing Technical Report

3.0

Understanding the Information that is required in Technical Report Writing

PROGRAMME:
HNID COMPUTER HARDWARE ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
COURSE:
TECHNICAL REPORT WRITING
77

COURSE CODE: CEC 321

CREDIT HOURS: 2

YEAR: 2

SEMESTER

2

PRE: REQUISITE

GOAL: The course is designed to expose the student to Technical Report Writing
GENERAL OBJECTIVE: 1.0 Understand the content of a Technical Report
week Specific Learning
Teachers
Learning
Outcome
Activities
Resources
1.1 Explain the meanings of
Use questions and
Chalkboard
answer
techniques
technical reports
1.2 Identify the purpose of
technical reports

Give examples

1.3 Explain the types of
technical reports.
2.0

Understand the methodology and sequence of writing technical report

2.1 Discuss the methods of
determining the following
in technical reports

Lecture

Textbooks

Give assignments

Journals

a. determination of topic
and title
b. justification of title
c. abstract or synopsis of
the report
d. aim and objectives of
the report

78

Specific Learning
objectives

Teachers
Activities

Learning
Resources
-

e. classification of data
f.

scope and limitation of
project

g. data analysis
(Graphical method,
tabular method
descriptive method)
h. presentation of data
(use of appendices)
clear
i.
3.0

explain how it should
be made and correct.

Understand the information that is required in technical report writing

3.1 Explain the various types of
information that would be
required in reports

Lecture

Textbooks

Give assignments

Journals

3.2 Determine the factors that
influence solutions.
3.3 Advance Computer
Hardware Engineering
Technology conclusions
arising from factors.
3.4 Select criteria required in
case studies
79

3.5 Determine critical analysis
of case studies
3.6 Produce summary
3.7 Make propositions
(Author’s Propositions)
3.8 Develop conclusion to a
technical report
3.9 Write a bibliography in
standard format
3.10 Explain the difference
between facts and opinions
3.11 Explain how facts and
opinions may be
distinguished in writing
report
3.12 Write reports on
selected technical matters
3.13 Write reports on
selected technical matters
Competency: Students to acquired skills in technical report writing
Assessment: Coursework 20%; Course tests 20%; Examination 60%
80

PROGRAMME:

HNID COMPUTER HARDWARE ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY

COURSE TITLE:

INFORMATION STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL

81

COURSE CODE:

CHE 321

DURATION:

Hours/weeks Theory: 2hr practical: 1hr

GOAL:

This course is intended to provide the student with advance knowledge and skill
in information storage and retrieval.

GENERAL OBJECTIVES:
On completion of this course the student should be able to:
1.0

Understand origin of information

2.0

Describe the component of information

3.0

Explain the basic concepts of information storage

4.0

Explain objective of information storage

5.0

PROGRAMME:
COURSE:
YEAR: 1

Organization of Digital Information

HNID COMPUTER HARDWARE ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
INFORMATION STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL
SEMESTER 2
PRE: REQUISITE

COURSE CODE: CHE 321
Theoretical:
Practical:
GOAL: This course is intended to provide the student with advance knowledge and skill in information storage and retrieval.
82

CREDIT HOURS: 3

Theoretical Content
GENERAL OBJECTIVE: 1.0
Understand origin of information
week
Specific Learning
Teachers
Outcome
Activities
1-2
1.1 Define information
1.1 Define information

3-4

1.2 Explain the types of
information

1.2 Explain the types of
information

1.3 Explain the Sources of
information

1.3 Explain the Sources
of information

Practical Content
Learning
Resources
Text books,
White Board,
Marker, Charts.

General Objective 2.0
2.1 Explain information
identification

Describe the component of information
2.1 Explain information
Text books,
Identification
White Board,
Marker,
2.2 Explain information capture
2.2 Explain information
Charts.
Capture
2.3 Explain information
organization

2.3 Explain information
Organization

2.4 Explain information
Management

2.4 Explain information
Management

2.5 Explain information utilization

2.5 Explain information
Utilization

2.6 Explain information Archiving

4-7

2.7 Explain information
Archiving
3.0
Explain the basic concepts of Bibliographic information Cataloguing
3.1 Explain Bibliographic
3.1 Explain
Text books,
Information Cataloguing
Bibliographic
White Board,
Information
Marker, Charts.
83

Specific Learning
objectives

Teachers
Activities

Learning
Resources

Cataloging
3.2 Explain the bibliographic
Information cataloging format

3.2 Explain the
Bibliograhic
Information
Cataloging format

3.4 Explain MARC 21 format

3.3 Explain MARC 21
Format

3.5 Explain MARC 21 record

3.4 Explain MARC 21
Record

3.5 Explain Organization of
MARC 21 Record

3.5 Explain Organization
of MARC 21
record

3.6 Explain UNIMARC
Identification and
cataloging
i metadata
ii persistent identification
iii Storage Preservation
iv hardware and software
migration
v preservation of the look
and feel
vi preservation formats
vii standards and
interoperability Access
viii Access mechanisms
ix Rights management and
x security requirements

3.6 Explain UNIMARC
Identification and
cataloging
i metadata
ii persistent
identification
iii Storage
Preservation
iv hardware and
software
migration
v preservation of
the look and feel
vi preservation
formats
vii standards and
interoperability
84

Access
viii Access
mechanisms
ix Rights
management and
x security
requirements
3.6 Explain retrieval of
bibliographic information

7-10

4.0
Explain objective of information storage
4.1 Explain non Bibliographic
4.1 Explain non
information
Bibliographic
Information
4.2 Explain the Differences
between Bibliographic and non
Bibliographic information

4.2 Explain the
Differences between
Bibliographic and
non Bibliographic
information

4.3 Explain Information creation

4.3 Explain Information
creation

4.4 Explain Acquisition and
Collection of information
i. collection of policies
ii gathering procedures
iii intellectual property
concerns

4.4 Explain Acquisition
and Collection of
information
i. collection of
policies
ii gathering
procedures
iii intellectual
property

Text books,
White Board,
Marker, Charts.
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concerns

10-12

General Objective 5.0:
5.1 Explain Information
organization
i categories of information by
content
ii transformation
unstructured information to
structured type

5.1 Explain Information
organization
i categories of
information by
content
ii transformation
unstructured
information to
structured type

5.2 Explain Objectives of
information Organization

5.2 Explain Objectives of
information
Organization

5.3 Explain Standards for
information organization and
storage catalogue information
Ressources
i classify information
resources
ii create and manage
databases
iii process information
resources physically
iv store information
resources
v analyze and organize
specialized information

5.3 Explain Standards for
information
organization and
storage catalogue
information resources
iii classify information
resources
iv create and manage
databases
v. process information
resources
physically
vi store information
resources
vii analyze and
organize
specialized

Text books,
White Board,
Marker, Charts.
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12-15

information
6.0
ORGANIZATION OF DIGITAL INFORMATION
6.1 Explain Digital information
6.1 Explain Digital
information
6.2 Explain Merits & demerits of
6.2 Explain Merits &
digital information
demerits of digital
information
6.3 Explain Digital vs traditional
Libraries

6.3 Explain Digital vs
traditional libraries

6.4 Explain Interoperability of
digital information formats and
standards metadata character
set representations

6.4 Explain
Interoperability of
digital information
i. formats and
standards
ii.metadata character
set representations

Text books,
White Board,
Marker, Charts,
Text book

PROGRAMME:

HIGHER NATIONAL INNOVATION DIPLOMA IN COMPUTER HARDWARE ENGINEERING
TECHNOLOGY (HNID)

COURSE TITLE:

Sequential Query Language (SQL)
87

COURSE CODE:

CHE322

DURATION:
GOAL:

This course is intended to provide the student with knowledge and skills in database
administration.

GENERAL OBJECTIVES: At the end of this course the student should be able to:
1.0

Understand Core SQL Database Concepts

2.0

Know how to create Database Objects

3.0

Know how to manipulate SQL Data

4.0

Understand Data Storage Operation with SQL

5.0

Know how to administer SQL Database

PROGRAMME:
COURSE:

HNID COMPUTER HARDWARE ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
SQL
COURSE CODE: CHE322
88

CREDIT HOURS: 3

YEAR: 1

SEMESTER: 2

PRE: REQUISITE

Theoretical: 1
Practical: 2

GOAL: This course is intended to provide the student with knowledge and skills in database administration

Theoretical Content

Practical Content

GENERAL OBJECTIVE: 1.0
Understand Core SQL Database Concepts
week Specific Learning
Teachers
Learning
Specific Learning
Outcome
Activities
Resources
objectives
1.1 Define database
1.1 Explain database
Presentation
1.7 Show how
and its types:
Slides, Projector,
tables are
1.2 Explain types of
Projector
organized in a
database
- Flat-type
Screen,
database
1.3 Explain Database
Magnetic Board, 1.8 Identify a basic
databases
Fundamentals
Charts
database table
1.9 Distinguish
- Hierarchical
1.4 Explain Relational
between
databases
relational and
databases
flat-type
1.5 Explain Data
databases
Manipulation
- Relational
1.10 Distinguish
databases
Language (DML)
worksheets
1.6 Explain Data
from
1.2 Explain Database
Definition
databases
Fundamentals
1.11 Show how a
Language (DDL)
table can
1.7 Explain SQL
1.3 Explain
relate to one
Management
or more other
- SQL
Studio(SSMS)
tables
language
elements
1.12 Install SSMS
- Data
Manipulatio
1.13 Show popular
n Language
commands
- Data
used with SQL
that are DML
Definition
89

Teachers
Activities
1.6 Guide students on how
tables are organized
1.7 Illustrate the common
features of a basic database
table
1.8 Outline the distinguishing
factors between relational
and flat-type databases:
i.
Database structure
ii.
Column attributes
iii.
Constraints etc
1.9 Outline how worksheets
differ from databases
1.10 Guide the students to
be able to relate a table
with one or more other
tables
1.11 Guide the student
through e steps in the
installation of SSMS;
i.
How to load the SSMS
interface

Learning
Resources
PC,
Microsoft SQL
Server 2012
and above,
SQL Server
Management
Studio

Language

How to create a
database with the
SSMS interface

iii.

How to delete a
database with the
SSMS interface

1.12 Demonstrate DML core
command statements such
as INSERT, UPDATE,
DELETE AND MERGE
1.13 Demonstrate DDL
command statements such
as ; USE,CREATE,

1.4 Explain SQL
Server Management
Studio (SSMS)
1.14 Show popular
commands
used with SQL
that are DDL

GENERAL OBJECTIVE: 2.0

ii.

ALTER,DROP,TRUNCATE,
DELETE

Know how to Create Database Objects

2.1 List and explain
data types;
2.2 Explain tables
i. Numeric Data types
2.3 Explain conversion ii. Date and Time data
Types
types



2.4 Explain how to
create Views

2.2 Explain tables and
how to create them



2.4 Explain stored
procedures and

2.3 Explain conversion
types:

2.1 Define Data Types






Presentation
Slides,
Projector,
Projector
Screen,
Magnetic
Board,
Charts
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2.1 Show how to 2.1 Using a diagram, illustrate
use
each built-in data type
the built-in data
describing:
types
i.
its use
ii.
description and,
2.2 Create and use
iii.
storage size
tables
2.2 Create a table:
2.3Show how to
i.
using SSMS
create SQL views
ii.
using Transact-SQL

PC,
Microsoft SQL
Server 2016,
SQL
Server
Management
Studio

functions

i.

ii.

Implicit
Conversions
Types
Explicit
conversion
types

2.4 Show how to
create a stored
procedure

command

2.3 Create a view
i.
using SSMS
ii.
using Transact-SQL

2.4 Explain how to
create SQL views
using character
strings list
methods

2.4 Create a stored procedure
using SSMS

2.5 Describe:
i.
Stored
Procedures
ii.
SQL Injections

GENERAL OBJECTIVE: 3.0
3.1Explain data
selection

Know how to manipulate SQL Data
3.1 Describe SQL
queries for data
selection.

3.2 Explain data
Insertion
3.3 Explain updating
data

3.2 Describe SQL
queries for data
insertion







3.4 Explain data
deletion
3.5 Define Referential
integrity

3.3 Describe the SQL
UPDATE
statement

Presentation 3.1 Show how to
use
Slides,
queries to select
Projector,
data
Projector
Screen,
3.2 Demonstrate
Magnetic
combining
Board,
conditions
Charts
3.3 Show commands
that are used to
add data to a
table

3.4 Show commands
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3.1 Guide the student on the
use
of SELECT, command
3.2 Demonstrate the use:
i.
of the BETWEEN clause
ii.
of the NOT clause
iii.
of the UNION clause
3.3 Show how to use:
i.
the EXCEPT and
INTERSECT clauses
ii.
the JOIN clause

Computer lab,
Microsoft SQL
Server 2016,
SQL Server
Management
Studio

used to change
existing data in
a table.

3.4 Describe the SQL
DELETE
statement

3.4 Show how to:
i.
insert data using SSMS
ii.
use of the UPDATE
statement

3.5 Show commands
used to delete
3.5 Show how to use the
data from a
DELETE statement
database
3.6 Show how to:
3.6 Show how to
i.
use the TRUNCATE
use
TABLE statement
transaction
when updating
ii.
use the DROP TABLE
data
statement

3.6 Explain
Referential
integrity

3.7 Show commands
iii.
use the begin tran
used for
command
referential
integrity
3.7 Show how to;
i.
use the COMMIT
statement
ii.
use the ROLL BACK
statement

GENERAL OBJECTIVE: 4.0
4.1 Define
Normalization

Understand Data Storage Operation with SQL
4.1 Explain
normalization of a
database

4.2 Define Keys
4.3 Define Indexes

Presentation
Slides,

4.1 Identify the five
normalizations
forms and show
how the differ
from one another

Projector,
4.2 List and explain
the five
Normalization
Forms

Projector
Screen,
Magnetic Board,
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4.1 Distinguish between the
normalization forms by
illustrating:
i.
the base camp data
(before): Violating each
of the five normal
4.2 Show how
forms
normalization
ii.
the base camp data
reduces locking

Computer
System,
Microsoft SQL
Server 2016,
SQL Server
Management
Studio (SSMS)

4.3 List and explain
types of Keys
i.
Primary
ii.
Foreign
iii.
Composite keys
iv.
Clustered and
non-clustered
keys
v.
composite
primary keys

contention and
improves multiuser
performance.

Charts

4.3 Show the
difference
between a
Primary Key and
a Foreign

4.4 List and explain
types of indexes in
SQL database

4.4 Show how to
create nonclustered index
on a table

(after): conforming to
each of the five normal
forms
4.2 Guide the student on how
to:
i.
Use normalization to
reduce locking
contention
ii.
normalize a database
to the third normal
form
4.3 Create a:
i.
unique SQL constraint
using SSMS
ii.
foreign key using SSMS
iii.
composite primary keys

4.4 Create a non-clustered
index using the SSMS

GENERAL OBJECTIVE: 5.0
5.1 Define Database
Security
5.2Define Database
Backup and Restore
5.3Define Object
Security

Know How to Administer SQL Database
5.1 Describe:
i.
Database
security
concepts
ii.
Server Security
Level
iii.
Database
Security Level






Presentation 5.1 Show the SQL
security model
Slides,
Projector,
5.2 Add a new
Projector
Windows Login
Screen,
to SQL server
Magnetic
5.3 Create Roles
Board,
and Permissions
93

5.1 Illustrate a sample SQL
security model
5.2 Guide the student on how
to
add a new Login to SQL
Server using SSMS
5.3 Show how to grant access

PC
Microsoft SQL
Server 2016,
SQL Server
Management
Studio (SSMS)

iv.
v.
vi.

Windows
Security
SQL Server
accounts
Windows
Authentication




Charts
Chalkboard

using SSMS
5.4 Identify
application roles
5.5 Modify an
object’s
permission

5.2 Explain database
back up and restores

5.6 Grant object
permissions
with
TRANSACT-SQL
statements

5.3 Describe:
i.
Recovery
Models
ii.
Database
backups
iii.
Types of
database
backups
iv.
Various backup
devices

5.7 Manage roles
with
TRANSACT-SQL
Statements
5.8 Show the
difference
between a full
backup and an
incremental
backup

5.4 Explain object
Security
5.5 Describe:
i.
Fixed Server
roles
ii.
Public roles
iii.
User-defines
roles
iv.
Guest login
accounts
v.
Fixed database
roles

5.10 Schedule
backups

to a database using SSMS
5.4 Outline the various
application roles
i.
Create SQL Server roles
ii.
Assign fixed database
roles with SSMS
iii.
Assign fixed database
roles with TRANSACTSQL
iv.
Access the database
roles using SSMS
5.5 Guide the student on how
to
modify object permission
i.
Deleting an existing
user from SQL server
ii.
Create permissions
from the User List using
SSMS
iii.
Create permissions
from the Role List
5.6 Compare and contrast full
backup and incremental
backup.
5.7 Guide student on how to
carry out:
i.
Full backup
ii.
Incremental backup
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vi.
vii.

Hierarchical role
structures
Ownership
chains

5.8 Guide the student on how
to
schedule backups
i.
Restore data using
SSMS
ii.
Restore data using the
TRANSACT-SQL
RESTORE command.

PROGRAMME:

HNID COMPUTER HARDWARE ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY

COURSE TITLE:

ADVANCED NETWORKING

COURSE CODE:

CHE 323

DURATION:

This course is intended to provide the student with the basic knowledge of Wide Area Network (WAN) .

GOAL:

GENERAL OBJECTIVES
On completion of this course the student should be able to:
1.0

Understand WAN connectivity and OSI architecture
95

2.0

Know the different types of WAN devices

3.0

Know WAN protocols and their functions

4.0

Know Server Management Tools

5.0

Understand Network Security threats and how to mitigate them

6.0

Know ways to carry out routine maintenance on a WAN network

7.0

Know how to configure a web server

PROGRAMME:
COURSE:
YEAR:

HNID COMPUTER HARDWARE ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY

ADVANCED NETWORKING

COURSE CODE: CHE 323
PRE: REQUISITE
Theoretical: 1
Practical: 2

SEMESTER 2

CREDIT HOURS: 3

GOAL: This course is intended to provide the student with the basic knowledge of Wide Area Network (WAN)

Theoretical Content
GENERAL OBJECTIVE: 1.0
week Specific Learning
Outcome
1-2
1.1 Define WAN
Connectivity.

Practical Content
Understand WAN connectivity and OSI architecture
Teachers
Learning
Activities
Resources
 Magic
1.1. Explain Wide
Board/slides
Area

Networks

1.2 List different types of
WAN Carriers

1.2 Explain types of
carrier technologies

1.3 Define packet switching

1.3 Explain switching

Specific Learning
objectives
1.1 Set up a WAN in
layers 1 through
3 of the OSI
TCP/IP reference
model

Teachers
Activities
1.1 Guide
student to
Set up a
WAN
network
1.2 Demonstrat
e
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Learning
Resources
PCs installed with
Packet Tracer,
different types of
modem cadavers

and packet routing
technologies

data
transmissio
n from layer
1 through 3

mechanisms

1.4 Explain the OSI model
1.0
Know the different types of WAN devices
3-4

2.1 Define data Packets

2.1 Explain data Packets

2.2 List different types of
WAN devices

2.2 Explain different types
of WAN devices

2.3 Explain data
packetization and
routing

2.3 Explain data
packetization and
routing



Magic
Board/slides

2.1 Show the
different types
of modems



Examining
connection
protocols

3.1 Identify TCP/IP
and UDP and
how protocols
are configured
on WAN
network

3.1 Set up a
WAN
network and
demonstrate
how WAN
protocols
are
configured

Packet Tracer

Magic
Board/slides

4.11

4.1 Configure a
UPS

UPS

3.0 Know WAN protocol and there functions
5-6

3.1

Explain the principle
of protocol stalk

3.2

Explain types of WAN
protocols

3.3

7-8

State the steps
involved in protocol
configuration.

3.1 Understanding
standards and
protocols
3.7 Examining WAN
transport protocols

4.0 Know server management tools
4.6 Explain UPS
4.5 list the steps involved in
configuration
UPS configuration.
software
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Demonstrate
how UPS is
configured

4.6 Define SNMP

4.7 Explain SNMP

4.7 List the steps of network 4.8 Explain Auditing
auditing.
4.9 Explain Performance
monitoring and
baselining

9-12

4.10 Explain Network
Documentation
5.0 Understand different network security threats and how to mitigate them
5.1 Define enterprise
5.1 Examining enterprise
Magic Board/slides 5.1 Identify data
security model design
encryption on an
security model
IP network
5.2 List the types of NOS
security features

5.3 Define VPN
5.4 List types of Backup tools

5.5 Explain different types of
network security groups
namely; security policy,
perimeter, transaction
and monitoring security.
5.6 Explain back up security

5.1 Demonstrat
e by
designing a
WAN
5.2 Explain the steps
network.
involved in setting
Subject the
up mirror server
WAN
Network to
5.3 Identify how to
an attack
set
and then
up VPN
illustrate
how the attack
can be
mitigated.

5.2 Examining NOS
security features
5.3 Understanding data
encryption
5.4 Examining
firewalling
5.5 Understanding
virtual private
network (VPNs)

5.2 Demonstrat
e how
to setup
mirror
server for
back up

5.6 Explain different types
of network security
groups namely;
security policy,
perimeter, transaction
and monitoring
security

5.3 Carryout
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Packet tracer,
Server, PCs

VPN set
up with
layer 2
tunneling
protocol
(L2TP)

5.7 Explain backup
security with
reference to; Full
back up,
incremental back up
and virtual full back
up
1314

6.0 Know ways to carry out routine maintenance on a WAN network
6.1 Define the different
Magic Board/slides
6.1 Explain the network
Architecture
types of network
architecture.
6.2 Maintaining a
methodical
6.2 List out the steps of
troubleshooting
methodical
approach
troubleshooting

6.1 Identify network
troubleshooting
techniques
6.2 Identify the steps
involved in carrying
out network
monitoring

6.1
Demonstrate by
setting up a
WAN
network
and create a
problem for
student to

approach.
troubleshoot
6.3 Identify network
monitoring tools

6.3 Explain Problem
determination
techniques

6.2
Demonstrate
how network is
monitored with
a monitoring
tool eg
wireshare

6.4 Explain network
maintenance
6.5 Explain different
network monitor tools
6.6 Explain Using
performance
monitor/system
monitor
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Packet tracer,
wireshare

6.7 Choose the right tool
6.8 Exploring disaster
recovery
6.9 Other considerations
General Objective: 7.0 Know how to design web page and set up a web server
7.1 List the steps involved
in configuring a web
server

7.1 Explain Overview of
IIS and how to Prepare
for an IIS installation

7.2 List steps involved in
configuring a web site

7.2 Explain Installation of
IIS

7.3 List steps involved in CPanel configuration

7.3 Explain web site
Configuration
7.4 Explain Administering
IIS

Magic Board/slides

7.5 Explain how
Troubleshooting IIS is
carried out
7.6 Explain C-Panel
configurations
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7.1 Explain how web
site is configured

7.1
Demonstrate
by designing
a functional
web
site using
Content
Management
System
Software (CMS),
HTML editor.

Content
Management System
Software
(CMS),
HTML editor.

PROGRAMME:

HNID COMPUTER HARDWARE ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY

COURSE TITLE:

CONTROL ENGINEERING

COURSE CODE:

ECC 321

DURATION:
GOAL:

This course is intended to provide the student with the basic knowledge of linear control
systems

GENERAL OBJECTIVES
On completion of this course the student should be able to:
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1.0

Understand the general concepts of control systems

2.0

Understand block diagram representation of control systems fields

3.0

Understand the derivation of transfer functions of control elements/systems

4.0

Understand components and transducers commonly used in control systems

5.0

Understand the simplification of block diagram and its application

6.0

Know time response of first and second order control systems and their applications.

PROGRAMME:
COURSE:
YEAR: 1

HNID COMPUTER HARDWARE ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
CONTROL ENGINEERING
SEMESTER 2
PRE: REQUISITE

COURSE CODE: ECC324
Theoretical:
Practical:
GOAL: This course is intended to provide the student with the basic knowledge of linear control systems
Theoretical Content
Practical Content
GENERAL OBJECTIVE: 1.0 Understand the general concepts of control systems
week
Specific Learning
Teachers
Learning
Specific Learning Teachers
Outcome
Activities
Resources
objectives
Activities
1-2
1.1 Define Control system
1.1 Define control system
Text Books,
Charts,
1.2 List examples of control
1.2 Give typical examples of
White Board
System
control systems in: Markers
Engineering (electric pressing
1.3 Explain the common
iron, water closet radar
features of control
systems
102

CREDIT HOURS: 2

Learning
Resources

system.
1.4 Explain Open-loop and
close-loop control systems

etc.) Biology (population
growth etc.) Business
(industrial Production, etc.)
1.3 Explain the common features
of control system
1.4 Explain Open-loop and closeloop control systems

3-4

2.0
Understand block diagram representation of control systems fields
2.1 Draw block diagrams of
2.1 Draw block diagrams of some
Text Books,
some engineering control
engineering control systems
Diagrams,
systems e.g.
e.g.
Charts, white
i. water-level control
i. water-level control system
Board and
system (water
(water closet)
markers
closet)
ii Electric water heater with
or without thermostat
ii Electric water
iii Refrigerator and airheater with or
conditioner
without thermostat
Transfer function
iii Refrigerator and airconditioner
2.2 Explain
Transfer function
i. Reference signal or input
signal
2.2 Explain
ii. process or plant
i. Reference signal
iii controlled output
ii. Process
iii controlled output
2.3 Explain composition of a
Simple closed loop system: 2.4 Explain the composition of
i. Reference signal or
a simple closed loop
input signal process or
system: plant
i Reference signal or
ii control output
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input
ii. Signal process or plant
control output Feedback
signal

Feedback signal
iii Error signal or actuating
signal
2.4 Explain component of an
open-of loop system

iii Error signal or actuating
signal
2.5 Explain component of an
open-of loop system

5-7

3.0
Understand the derivation of transfer functions of control elements/systems
3.1 Define transfer function of 3.1 Define transfer function of
Text Books,
control element/system
control element/system
Diagrams,
Charts, white
3.2 Explain the general
3.2 Explain the general method of Board and
method of deriving the
deriving the differential
markers
differential equation of a
equation of a given control
given control element of
element of e.g. RC passive
e.g. RC passive
network.
network.
3.3 Derive transfer function in the
3.3 Derive transfer function
S-plane (Laplace transform),
in the S-plane (Laplace
for
transform), for the
the following systems: following systems: RC, RL, RLC circuits, and
RC, RL, RLC circuits, and
potentiometer
potentiometer
Active networks involving
Active networks involving
operational amplifier
operational amplifier
fields-controlled and armaturefields-controlled and
controlled motors
armature-controlled
D. C. generator
motors
Simple mass-spring
104

8-9

D. C. generator
damper system, and simple gas
Simple mass-spring damper
system.
system, and simple gas
Thermal system
system.
Hydraulic system
Thermal system
Pneumatic system
Hydraulic system
Complex systems
Pneumatic system
Single-capacity
Complex systems
System
Single-capacity
Multi-capacity
System
system
Multi-capacity
system
4.0
Understand components and transducers commonly used in control systems
4.1 Explain transducers
4.1 Explain transducers
Text Books,
Diagrams,
4.2 Explain the importance of
4.2 Explain the importance of
Charts, white
transducers in a control
transducers in a control system Board and
system
markers
4.3 Explain the principle of
4.3 Explain the principle of
operation and characteristics
operation and
of
characteristics of the
the following as control
following as control
elements:
elements:
i.
Resistive and inductive
i.
Resistive and
potentiometer; Synchros;
inductive
potentiometer
ii.
Linear variable differential
ii.
Synchros
transformers;
iii.

iv

Linear variable
differential
transformers

iii.

Tachogenerators

iv.

Thermocouples and
resistance thermometers

Tachogenerators
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v.

Thermocouples and
resistance
thermometers

vi

Strain gauges

vii

Thermistors

v.

Strain gauges

vi.

Thermistors

vii.

Photo resistor, photodiode, photo-transistors
and magnetic amplifiers.

viii.

Photo resistor, photodiode, phototransistors
and magnetic
amplifiers.

10 - 12

4.4 State the field of
4.4 State the field of application of
application of the
the components in 4.4
components in
5.0 Understand the simplification of block diagram and its application
5.1 Explain with block
5.1 Explain with block diagram the Text Books,
diagram the canonical
canonical form of a feedback
Diagrams,
form of a feedback ram
ram control system
Charts, white
control system
Board and
5.2 Derive expressions for the
markers
5.2 Derive expressions for the
i.
Closed-loop transfer
i. Closed-loop transfer
function;
function
ii.
Primary feedback;
ii. Primary feedback
iii
Error ratio;
iii Error ratio
iv characteristic equation (1
iv characteristic equation
+ GH =0)
(1 + GH =0)
5.3 Explain the following
5.4 Explain the following
transformation theorems: transformation theorems:
i. Block in cascade;
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i. Block in cascade;
ii. Blocks in parallel;
iii Moving a summing
point ahead of a
block;
iv Moving a summing
point behind a block;
v Moving a take-off
point behind block;
vi Moving a take-off
point behind block;
vii Reducing a feedback
loop.
5.5 Apply transformer
theorems to reduced
complex block diagrams
5.6 Derive the transfer
function of the reduced
block diagram above
5.7 Derive the output signal of
a control system with
more than one input
5.8 Derive error ratio E from a
given close loop control
system

13-15

ii. Blocks in parallel;
iii Moving a
summing point
ahead of a block;
iv Moving a summing
point behind a block;
v Moving a take-off point
behind block;
vi Moving a take-off point
behind block;
vii Reducing a feedback
loop.
5.4 Apply transformer theorems
to
reduced complex block
diagrams
5.5 Derive the transfer function of
the reduced block diagram in
5.4 above
5.6 Derive the output signal of a
control system with more than
one input
5.7 Derive error ratio E from a
given close loop control
system

6.0 Know time response of first and second order control systems and their applications
6.1 Define Time response
6.1 Explain time response of a
Text Books,
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6.2 Explain time response of a
control system as a
combination of transient
and steady response.
6.3 Define the types of test
signals used for time
response analysis i.e.
i. Step;
ii. Ramp (velocity)
iii. Impulse;
iv. Parabolic
(Accelerating)
v. Sinusoidal

control system as a
combination of transient and
steady response.
6.2 Define the types of test signals
used for time response analysis
i.e.
Step;
Ramp (velocity)
Impulse;
Parabolic (Accelerating)
Sinusoidal
Classify control systems
according to type, order
and class.
6.3 Derive the time response of a
first order system to signals in
6.2 (i) to (iii)

6.4 Classify control systems
according to type, order
and class.
6.5 Derive the time response
of a first order system to
signals in 6.2 (i) to (iii)
6.6 Sketch output response of
first order systems to
input in 6.2 (i) to (iii)
6.7 Derive the time response
of a second order system

6.4 Sketch output response of
first
order systems to input in 6.2
(i) to (iii)
6.5 Derive the time response of a
second order system to a step
input
6.6 Sketch output response of a
second order system to a step
input
6.7 Explain, using the sketch in
108

Diagrams,
Charts, white
Board and
markers

to a step input

6.8 Sketch output response of
a second order system to
a step input
6.9 Explain, using the sketch
in 6.8, the following
terms:
i. Overshoot;
ii. Period of damped
oscillation;
iii. Rise time;
iv. Settling time
6.10

6.7, the following terms:
- Overshoot;
- Period of damped
oscillation;
- Rise time;
- Settling time
- Define damping ratio
6.8 Discuss the effects of different
values of damping ratio on the
response in 6.8 above
6.9 Explain the standard transfer
function of a second order
system

Define damping ratio

6.11 Discuss the effects of
different values of
damping ratio on the
response in 6.8 above
6.12 Explain the standard
transfer function of a
second order system
6.13 Write down expressions
for:
i. Maximum overshoot;

6.10 Write down expressions for:
Maximum overshoot;
Time to successive
overshoots and under shoots;
Settling time
6.12 Solve problems involving
and 6.10 above
6.13 Evaluate steady state
error for first order and
second order Systems
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ii. Time to successive
overshoots and under
shoots;
iii. Settling time

6.14 Identify the problems
associated with control system
e.g. process lag, Transmission lag,
Measurement lag

6.14 Evaluate steady state
error for first order and
second order Systems
6.15 Identify the problems
associated with control
system e.g. process lag,
Transmission lag,
Measurement lag

PROGRAMME:

HNID HARDWARE ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY

COURSE TITLE:

COMPUTER HARDWARE SYSTEMS DESIGN

COURSE CODE:

CHE 325

DURATION:
GOAL:

This course is designed to provide the student with the more advance knowledge
of computer Hardware Systems Design

GENERAL OBJECTIVES
On completion of this course the student should be able to:
1.0

Understand the principles of hardware components of computer systems
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2.0

Understand the fundamentals of system technology

3.0

Know the configurations and functions of peripheral units

4.0

Understand the importance of Hardware maintenance

PROGRAMME: HNID HARDWARE ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
COURSE:

COMPUTER HARDWARE SYSTEMS DESIGN

YEAR: 1

SEMESTER 2

PRE:
REQUISITE

COURSE CODE: CHE 324

CREDIT HOURS: 3

Theoretical: 2

GOAL:
This course is designed to provide the student with the more advance knowledge of computer Hardware Systems Design
Theoretical Content
Practical Content
GENERAL OBJECTIVE: 1.0
week
1-8

Specific Learning
Outcome
1.1 Explain the different
types of logic elements
1.2

Define in connections

1.2 Identify types of logic

Understand the principles of hardware components of computer systems
Teachers
Activities
1.1. Explain the design,
construction and
characteristics of logic
elements

Learning
Resources
Magic
Board/slides

1.2. Explain pin connections and
111

Specific Learning
objectives
1.1 Demonstrate with the
aid of electronic
simulation kit to
design
simple logic circuit.

Teachers
Activities
1.1 Demonstrate with
the aid of Simulink
how to design
simple logic circuits.

Learning
Resources
Simulink

circuits using DRL
1.3 Explain the emitter
follower and diode

manufacture data sheet

1.2 Identify how emitter
follower is used in
various computer
applications.

1.3. Explain how to draw the
electronic circuits of simple
logic expressions using
Diodes Resistor Logic (DRL)

1.3 Identify different
types of diode like;
Backward diode,
LED, Laser Diode and
PN diodes

1.4. Explain how to construct the
electronic circuit in 1.3 above
1.5. Explain the limitations of
DRL gates

1.4 Demonstrate how to
draw the electronic
circuits of simple
logic expressions
using Diodes Resistor
Logic (DRL)

1.6. Explain the emitter follower
and the Diode Transistor
logic (DTL) gates
1.7. Explain how to draw the
electronic circuits of logic
expressions using DTL
1.8. Construct the electronic
circuits in1.7 above
1.9. Explain the structure and
action of transistor logic
(TTL)
1.10. Explain the open
collector circuit and
applications.
1.11. Explain the emitter
connected logic (ECL) and
the emitter-emitter logic
(EEL)
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1.2 Display different
types of diode like;
Backward diode,
LED, Laser Diode
and PN diodes
1.3 Design an electronic
circuits of simple
logic expressions
using Diodes
Resistor Logic
(DRL)

1.12. Draw the electronic
circuits of simple logic
expression using TTL, ECL,
EEL
1.13. Construct the electronic
circuits in 1.12 above
1.14. Explain the voltage level
requirements in using CMOS
and P-MOS gates

2.0

1.15. Explain the
characteristics of microcircuits thin films, thick film
and monolithic circuits
Understand the fundamentals of system technology

9-11
2.1 List types of parity
checking techniques.
2.2 Explain how different
storage medias store
data.
2.3 Define Floating Point
Arithmetic Unit
2.4 Explain interrupt
techniques
2.5 Explain interface
control in
microcomputer

2.1 Describe parity-checking
techniques

Magic
Board/slides

2.2 Describe store Organization
and storage techniques

2.1 Identify the
characteristics of
storage medias like
tape, drums and discs.
2.2 Identify the concept
of floating point unit
(FPU) of a processor

2.3 Illustrate the hardware
characteristics of the
following storage media,
tape, drums, disc.
2.4 Explain the functions of
floating point Arithmetic
units
2.5 Describe; interrupt techniques
and Organization of interrupt
113

2.1 Demonstrate how
I/O devices interact
with the CPU

Simulation
tool

systems

handling
2.6 Explain the importance of
interface control

3.0
12-13

2.7 Describe the organization of
complex computer systems
Know the configurations and functions of peripheral units

3.1 List the characteristics
of high performance
peripheral units.
3.2 Explain graphic I/O
Devices
3.3 Explain the principles
Of
interaction/communication
between I/O devices

3.1

Describe the functions
characteristics of high
performance peripheral
units; graphic I/O
devices, line printers,
digital X-Y plotters,
character recognition
devices.

Magic
Board/slides

3.1 Identify different I/O
devices

3.1 Demonstrate how
I/O devices interact
with the aid of
simulators

4.1 List steps involved in
assembling personal
computers, laptop and
PDA.

4.1 Demonstrate
assembling of
personal computers,
laptops and PDAs.

4.2 Explain the steps
involved in setting up
a routine maintenance
plan.

4.2 Develop a routine
maintenance plan
using a scenario of
not less than 50PCs.

4.3 List the steps involved
in troubleshooting
network hardware e.g.
router switches and

4.3 Demonstrate with
life network how to
troubleshoot
network hardware

4.0 Understand the importance of Hardware maintenance
14-15
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Blowers,
oscilloscope,
Tool
kits,
Cadaver PCs,
Laptops,
PDAs,
programmable
routers,
switches,
cables (CAT5,
CAT6
and
Fiber
optics
cables), LAN
cables tester.

modem.

e.g. router switches
and modem.

PROGRAMME:

HIGHER NATIONAL INNOVATION DIPLOMA IN COMPUTER HARDWARE
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COURSE:

TESTING METHODS AND RELIABILITY
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DURATION:
GOAL:
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TESTING METHODS.

GENERAL OBJECTIVES:
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On completion of this course the student should be able to:
1.0

Understand the basic terms and relationships involved in reliability engineering

2.0

Appreciate the concept of reliability prediction

3.0

Understand the causes and remedies of component failure

4.0

Understand the basic principles of maintainability

5.0

Appreciate the purpose of specifications

6.0

Appreciate the need for testing

PROGRAMME: HIGHER NATIONAL INNOVATION DIPLOMA IN COMPUTER HARDWARE ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY (HNID)
COURSE: TESTING METHODS AND RELIABILITY
COURSE CODE: CHE 325
Course Duration:45hrs
Credit Hours: 2
Year: 1
Semester 2
Pre-Requisite:
Theory
GOAL: This course is intended to provide the student with the knowledge of the basic concepts of reliability engineering and testing methods.
General Objective 1.0 Understand the basic terms and relationships involved in reliability engineering
WEEK
SPECIFIC
LEARNING TEACHER’S ACTIVITIES
Learning
Specific Learning Teachers Activities
Learning
OUTCOME
RESOURCES
Objectives
Resources
1-4
1.1 Define Reliability
1.1 Explain reliability and its
importance
Text Books,
1.2 Explain the key
with respect to
Diagrams,
concepts of
electrical/electronic items.
Charts, white
Reliability
Board and
1.2 Explain the terms:
markers
1.3 Outline the key
- reliability,
types of failure
- failure,
- mean-time-to failure
1.4 Explain the basic
(MTTF),
116

difference between
instantaneous and
proportional failure
rates

1.5 Explain the
relationships
between failure
rate and MTBF

-

mean time between
failures (MTBF)

1.3 Explain the meaning of the
following
types of failure, misuse, inherent
weakness, sudden, gradual,
partial, catastrophic and
degradation failures (wear out)
1.4 Differentiate between
instantaneous and proportional
failure rates
1.5 State the relationship between
failure rate and MTBF.

1.6 Explain the
reliability equation
and the related
curves

1.7 Explain the bath tub
diagram and its
characteristics
1.8 Explain the wearout failure curve
using normal
(Gaussian)
distribution
1.9 Explain the

1.6 Explain the reliability equations
and the related curves when X is
constant, i.e. Re Q=1; R+Q =1,
where R=probability of failures in
time t, (i.e. reliability),
Q=unreliability
1.7 Explain the characteristic failures
of the bathtub diagram

1.8 State the probable causes of
failure in each of the regions of
the bathtub diagram

1.9 Explain the failure rate for a unit
from the failure rates of its
117

5-7

relationship
constituent parts
between failure
rate for a unit and
its constituent
parts.
General Objective 2.0 Appreciate the concept of reliability prediction
2.1 Explain the concept
2.1 Explain the basic reliability
Text Books,
of Reliability
probability rules in relation to
Diagrams,
prediction using
Reliability calculation
Charts, white
binomial probability
Board and
distribution,
i. Multiplication and addition
markers
multiplication and
rules
addition rules
ii. The Binomial probability
distribution
2.2 Explain the
mathematical
2.2 Explain mathematical expression
expression that
for the reliability and MTBF of
connects the
series system
reliability and MTBF
of series system
2.3 Explain the reliability
and MTBF of series
and parallel systems

2.3 Derive mathematical expression
for reliability and MTBF of
system

2.4 Explain the meaning
and significance of
redundancy

2.5 Explain the reliability and MTBF
of series and parallel systems

2.5 Explain the
difference between
active and passive
redundancy

2.6 Explain the meaning and
significance of
Redundancy
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2.1 List practical
application of
active and
standby
redundancy

2.1 Guide student to
identify practical
application of active
a and standby
redundancy and
citing some physical
examples

PC,
Text Books,
Diagrams,
Charts, white
Board and
markers

2.6 Calculate a simple
problems relating to
active and Passive
redundancy

2.7 Differentiate between active and
passive
redundancy
2.8 Describe practical application of
active
and standby redundancy
2.9 Solve simple problems relating to
active
and Passive redundancy

8-9

General Objective 3.0 Understand the causes and remedies of component failure
3.1 Explain the Causes of
3.1
Explain the causes
Text Books,
component failure
of component
Diagrams,
failures.
Charts, white
3.2 Explain the remedies
3.2
Explain the
Board and
of component failure.
Remedies of
markers
component failure
3.3 Explain the term
‘Derating’ as method
of dealing with
3.5
Explain ‘Derating’ as
failures related to
a method of dealing
operational stress.
with failure
problems related to
operational stress
General Objectives: 4.0 Understand the basic principles of maintainability
4.1 Define
4.1 Explain the term
Text Books,
Maintainability
“maintainability”
Diagrams,
Charts, white
4.2 Explain the
4.2 Discuss the importance of
Board and
importance of
maintainability in relation to
markers
maintainability in
reliability
119

3.1 Identify various
approaches to
remedy
component
failures

3.1 State the available
remedy options for
component failures

Textbooks, IC
Tester,
Cadaver, Logic
checker,
Digital meter

relation to reliability.
4.3 Define the
following terms:
i. Utilization factor,
ii Availability,
iii Unavailability
iv Reparability
4.4 Explain the concepts
of preventive and
corrective
maintenance
4.5 Explain the factors
affecting
maintainability
4.6 Explain the
relationship
between cost and
equipment reliability

4.3 Describe the following terms:
i.
Utilization factor
ii.
Availability
iii.
Unavailability
iv.
Reparability
4.4 Explain the concepts of
preventive and corrective
maintenance
4.5 Explain the factors affecting
maintainability
4.6 Explain the ways of improving
maintainability
4.7 Discuss the concept of failure
reporting

4.7 Explain the concept
of failure reporting

11-12

General Objective: 5.0 Appreciate the purpose of specifications
5.1 Define specifications 5.1 Explain the specification
5.2 Discuss the aims and
uses of specifications

5.2 List the aims and uses of
specifications

5.3 Identify typical items
of information that

5.3 Discuss the typical items of
information that should be

Text Books,
Diagrams,
Charts, white
Board and
markers
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5.1 Identify the
specifications
of a typical
system

5.1 Show specifications
for typical
equipment

Manufacturers
catalogue,
Imprints on
devices,
Sampled
documents,
Model

should be included
in specifications

13-15

included in specifications

General Objective: 6.0 Appreciate the need for testing.
6.1 Define Reliability
6.1 Explain the meaning of the
testing
following terms.
i.
Reliability testing
6.2 Explain types of
ii.
Reliability
reliability tests with
acceptance test
examples
iii.
Calibration test
iv.
Testing for packaging
6.3 Explain the
and transport
relationship
v.
Identification test
between Testing and
vi.
Pre-production test
Inspection, Quality
and Reliability
6.2 Give an example of each test
stated in 6.1 above
6.4 Explain the reasons
for producing
6.3 Discuss the relationship between
prototype
testing and inspection, quality
and reliability
6.5 Explain the
significance of pre6.4 Explain the reasons for
production testing
producing
prototype
6.6 Explain the
approaches required 6.5 Explain the necessity for prefor testing
production testing
prototype, batch
quantities and large 6.6 Discuss the different approaches
quantities.
needed when testing prototypes,
small batch quantities and large
batch quantities

Text Books,
Diagrams,
Charts, white
Board and
markers
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PROGRAMME:

HIGHER NATIONAL INNOVATION DIPLOMA IN COMPUTER
HARDWARE ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY (HNID)

COURSE:

COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY

COURSE CODE:

CHE 326

DURATION:
GOAL:

This course is intended to provide the student with the basic
knowledge and skill in computer technology

GENERAL OBJECTIVES:
On completion of this course the student should be able to:
1.0 Understand the structured logic devices
2.0 Know the techniques of structured-sequential logic Design
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3.0 Distinguish between the various software systems available in the present day computer systems
4.0 Know how the computer architecture is organized
5.0 Understand a typical microprocessor structure and operation
6.0 Understand the internal structure and operations of the MC6800 and 8080A microprocessor units (MPUs) and
their generations

PROGRAMME:

HIGHER NATIONAL INNOVATION DIPLOMA IN COMPUTER HARDWARE
ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY (HNID)
COURSE:
COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY
COURSE CODE: CHE 326 Course Duration:75 Hrs
Credit Hours: 2
Year: 1
Semester 2
Pre-Requisite:
Theory:
Practical:
GOAL: This course is intended to provide the student with the basic knowledge and skill in computer technology.
General Objective 1.0 Understand the structured logic devices
WEEK SPECIFIC LEARNING TEACHER’S ACTIVITIES
OUTCOME
1
1.1 State the types of
1.1 Explain the nature and use of
Logic devices and
multiplexers, de-multiplexers, decoders
their uses.
multiplexers,
de-multiplexers,
decoders
1.2 Explain read-only memories and
programmable logic arrays as
1.2 Explain various
combinational logic with AND-tie and
form of memory
OR-tie sections
architecture
Memory
representation
1.3 Discuss the implications of using
Memory types,
structured logic devices in

Learning
RESOURCES
Text Books,
Diagrams,
Charts, white
Board and
Markers,
Simulink,
Oscillator
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Specific Learning
Objectives

Teachers
Activities

Learning
Resources

Primary storage,
Secondary storage
1.3 Explain the
implications of
using structured
logic devices in
combinational logic
design

combinational logic design
1.4 Explain the theorem of Simplification by:
map, Combinational circuits
Sequential circuits,
Flip-flops, Multilevel logic
Implementation, Encoder and decoder
1.5 Explain CPU operation with respect to
Fetch cycle, Execution cycle,

1.4 Explain the theorem
of Simplification by
map, Combinational
circuits
Sequential circuits,
Flip-flops,
Multilevel logic
implementation,
Encoder and
decoder
1.5 Explain CPU
operation with
respect to
Fetch cycle,
Execution cycle,
General Objective 2.0 Know the techniques of structured-sequential logic Design
2
2.1 Explain the machine
2.1 Classify digital systems as machines Text Books,
classification of Digital
from class 0 to class 4 machines
Diagrams,
systems
Charts, white
2.2 Describe control logarithms in form Board and
2.2 Explain the available
of a state transition diagram (STD)
markers
choice of design
or
approach
algorithmic state machine (ASM)
justification for using
charts.
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2.1 To be able to
use
formal
approaches to
logic design
using
multiplexer,
decoders,

2.1 Guide
students to
Use KMAPS with
MAPentered
variables in
complexity

Proteus, Logic
Tutor,
Frequency
counter,
Multiplexer ,
Charts and KMAP

microprocessors.

2.3 Explain the limitations of
hardware logic and the
justification for using
microprocessors.
2.4 Explain multiplexer,
decoders, ROM’s and
PLA’s in structured
sequential logic design
2.5 Explain control
logarithms in form of a
state transition diagram
(STD) or algorithmic
state
machine (ASM) charts.

3

2.3 Explain K-MAPS with MAP-entered
variables in complexity reduction
2.4 Explain the formal approach to logic
Design
2.5 Explain multiplexer, decoders,
ROM’s and PLA’s in structured
sequential logic design
2.6 Appreciate the factors affecting
choice of design approach
justification for using
microprocessors.

ROM’s and
PLA’s in
structured
2.2 Identify the Use
K-MAPS with
MAP-entered
variables in
complexity
reduction

reduction
2.2 Carry out a
formal
approach to
logic design
using
multiplexer,
decoders,
ROM’s and
PLA’s in
structured
sequential
logic design

2.7 Discuss the limitations of hardware
logic and the justification for using
microprocessors.

2.8 Explain control logarithms in form
of
a state transition diagram (STD) or
algorithmic state machine (ASM)
charts.
General Objective 3.0 Distinguish between the various software systems available in the present day computer systems
3.1 Define operating system
3.1 Discuss the importance of software
Text Books,
To be able to install Guide students
i. Application software
systems in the total operation of a
Diagrams,
and uninstall
to know how to
ii. System software
modern computer system
Charts, white
various software in install and
Board and
use for Computer
uninstall the
3.2 List the function of an
3.2 Explain the function of an operating markers
operations and
various software
operating system
systems.
application.
in use for
computer
3.3 Explain the importance
3.3 Outline the difference between a
operations and
125

of software systems in
the total operation of a
modern computer system
3.2 Explain the operation of
the following
(a) Multi-programming
System
(b) Interactive (on-line)
System
(c) High level language
3.4 Explain the differences
between the following
computer language
(a) Machine Code
(b) Assembler
(c) High level language
3.5 Explain the operations of
interpreters and
compilers

jobshop and batch system

applications
(windows,
Linux Unix,
Mac OS,
SPSS etc.)

3.4 Explain the operation of the
Following:
(a) Multi-programming system
(b) Interactive (on-line) system
(c) High level language.
3.5 Distinguish between the following
computer language
(a) Machine Code
(b) Assembler
(c) High level language
3.6 State the merits and demerits of each
of the languages in 3.5 above
3.7 Describe the operation of
interpreters
and compilers
3.8 Explain the function of the terminal
and monitor in a typical interactive
multi-user computer system.

3.6 Explain the function of
the terminal and monitor
in a typical interactive
multi-user computer
system.
General Objective 4.0 Know how the computer architecture is organized
4-8
4.1 Explain Interface with
4.1 Describe an interface with respect to
respect to computer
computer architecture
architecture
4.2 Discuss the difference between
4.2 State the difference
computer interface and external

Text Books,
Diagrams,
Charts, white
Board and
markers
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To be able to draw
flow-charts of a
typical interrupt
driven data transfer
routine

Draw flow
charts of a
typical interrupt
driven data
transfer routine

Charts, Digital
system trainer,
Textbooks

between computer
interface and external
device interface
4.3 Explain the basic
elements of unconditional
programmable transfer
and the Merits and
demerits of conditional
interface data transfer
4.4 Explain the differences
between programmable
and non-programmable
interface data transfer
4.5 Explain the basic
structure of a simple
interface interrupt driven
data transfer
4.6 Explain the basic
elements of a data
transmission path
4.7 Explain the differences
between serial data and
parallel data transfer
4.8 Explain the basic
elements of a Direct
Memory Access
interface
data transfer (DMA
Transfer

device interface
4.3 Distinguish between programmable
and non-programmable interface
data
transfer
4.4 Describe the basic elements of
unconditional programmable
transfer:
(a) Device selector
(b) Data lines
(c) Data transfer control lines
4.5 Explain why the architecture of a
memory mapped INPUT/OUTPUT
is
related to 4.4 above
4.6 Explain the merit and demerits of
unconditional interface data transfer
4.7 Explain the basic structure of
conditional interface data transfer
4.8 Draw flow charts for a typical
conditional interface data transfer
routine
4.9 Discuss the merits and demerits of
conditional interface data transfer
4.10 Describe the basic structure of a
simple interface interrupt driven
data
transfer
4.11 Describe flow charts of a typical
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4.9 Explain the basic
elements of a data
transmission path
a. Data producer and
Encoder
b. Encoder e.g. parity
encoder
c. Modulator
d. Channel
e. Demodulator
f. Decoder
g. Receiver
4.10 Explain the parameters
of a data transmission
system:
a. Speed
b. Reliability
c. Cost
4.11 Explain between serial
data and parallel data
transfer
4.12 State the merits and
demerits of:
(a) parallel data transfer
(b) Serial data transfer

interrupt driven data transfer
routine.
4.12 Discuss the merits and demerits of
simple interrupt driven interface
data
transfer
4.13 Explain the basic elements of a
Direct Memory Access interface
data transfer (DMA Transfer)
4.14 State the merits and demerits of
DMA interface data transfer
4.15 Describe the basic elements of a
data
transmission path
a. Data producer and encoder
b. Encoder e.g. parity encoder
c. Modulator
d. Channel
e. demodulator
f. decoder
g. Receiver
4.16 Explain the parameters of a data
transmission system:
a. Speed
b. Reliability
c. Cost
4.17 Distinguish between serial data and
parallel data transfer
4.28 Explain the merits and demerits of:
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(a)
(b)

9-12

parallel data transfer
Serial data transfer

General Objective: 5.0 Understand a typical microprocessor structure and operation
5.1 State the differences
5.1 Describe the differences between
5.1 Identify
between main frame,
main frame, mini and
various
mini
microcomputer
types of
and microcomputer
systems
systems
Microprocessor.
5.2 Describe a single-chip
5.2 Explain the evolution of
microprocessor unit
5.2 To be able to
the very large scale
install and
integrated (VLSI)
5.3 Outline the roles of microprocessors
Uninstall
microprocessor chip and
in the design of various
its likely trend
instrumentation and control systems
Microprocessors
e.g.
on the
5.3 Explain a single-chip
a. machine tool control
Motherboard.
microprocessor unit
b. process control
c. Traffic control
5.3 Carryout a
5.4 Explain the roles of
d. Automotive electronics
Simple
microprocessors in the
e. Instrumentation of all
Program for a
design of various
kinds
Microprocessor
instrumentation and
f.
Electronic games
control systems:
g. Computer systems
5.4 Identify an
a. machine tool control
h.
Communication systems
experiment to
b. process control
realize
c. Traffic control
5.4 Perform experiments to illustrate
buffering
d. Automotive
items listed in 5.3
a
electronics
5.5 Describe the evolution of the very
microprocessor
e. Instrumentation of all
large scale integrated (VLSI)
kinds
microprocessor chip and its likely
f. Electronic games
trend
g. Computer systems
h. Communication
5.6 Describe the typical external
systems
architecture of a microprocessor
based system e.g. the bus
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Microprocessor
Teaching Aid

Demonstrate
each activity of
the Specific
Learning
Objectives.

5.5 Explain the Organization
of a typical
microprocessor system
specifications
5.6 Explain the various
buffering schemes of
Microprocessor activities
execution
5.7 Explain the structure and
operations of interface
adapters
5.8 Explain the Organization
of a typical
microprocessor system
specifying: (a) Address lines
(b) Control lines
(c) Data lines
(d) Methods of selecting
memory locally and
device registers

architecture
specifying:
(a) microprocessor (CPU)
(b) Rom and Ram
(c) PLA, PPI and ACIA
(d) Data, Address and
control buses
(d) timing
5.7 Describe the Organization of a
typical microprocessor system
specifying: (a)
Address lines
(b)
Control lines
(c)
Data lines
(d)
Methods of selecting
memory locally and
device registers
5.8 Explain the various types of storage
chips used in micro-processor
systems: (a) Ram – static and dynamic
(b) Rom – PROM, EPROM, EROM

5.9 Explain the various types
of storage chips used in
micro-processor
systems: (a) Ram – static and
Dynamic
(b) Rom – PROM,
EPROM, EROM

5.9 Explain why buffering schemes are
necessary for micro-processor bases

5.10 Explain the structure
and

5.11 Describe the structure and
operations of interface adapters

5.10 Describe the various buffering
schemes: (a)
Address bus buffering
(b)
Data bus buffering
(c)
Control bus buffering
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operations of interface
adapters e.g.
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

PIA
ACIA
PPI
VIA etc.

5.11 Explain the roles of
microprocessors in the
design of various
instrumentation and
control systems e.g.
a) machine tool control
b) process control
c) Traffic control
d) Automotive
e) electronics
f) Instrumentation
g) of all kinds
h) Electronic games
i) Computer systems
j) Communication
k) systems

13-15

e.g.
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

PIA
ACIA
PPI
VIA etc.

5.12 Perform an experiment to realize
buffering a microprocessor
5.13 Explain the roles of
microprocessors
in the design of various
instrumentation and control
systems
e.g.
a. machine tool control
b. process control
c. Traffic control
d. Automotive electronics
e. Instrumentation
of all kinds
f. Electronic games
g. Computer systems
h. Communication systems

General Objective: 6.0 Understand the internal structure and operations of the MC6800 and 8080A Microprocessor units (MPUs) and their
generations
6.1 Explain the internal
6.1 Describe the internal functional
Text Books,
6.1 Identify the key 6.1 Show o
Charts,
Blocks of MC6800 MPU
blocks of the MC 6800 MPU e.g.
Diagrams,
examples
students
Microcomputer
and 8080A MPU
(a)
Registers
Charts, white
written
programme
Trainer,
i.
Registers,
(b)
Buffers
Board and
in MC 680
examples
Computer
ii.
ii Buffers,
(c)
Instruction decoder and markers
machine
written in
systems.
iii.
Instruction decoder
Controllers
Language
MC 6800
iv.
and controllers,
machine
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v.
vi.
vii.
viii.
ix.
x.
xi.
xii.

iv Register Array
and
address,
arithmetic and logic
unit
(ALU),
Instruction register
and
control section
vii Bi-direction,
–state data bus buffer

6.2 Explain the general
timing and control
signal
of the MC 6800 MPU
(a) Address bus
(b) Data bus
(c) CPU control signals
(d) Bus control signals
6.3 Explain the instruction
set of MC8600 MPU
series
6.4 Explain the address
modes of the MC 6800
MPU series

6.2 Describe the general timing and
control signal of the MC 6800
MPU: (a)
Address bus
(b)
Data bus
(c)
CPU control signals
(d)
Bus control signals

6.2 Identify the use
and limitations
of
Microprocessors

6.3 Describe the address modes of the
MC 6800 MPU series
6.4 Describe the instruction set of
MC8600 MPU series
6.5 Describe programme examples
written in MC 6800 machine
language
6.6 Describe the limitations of the MC
6800 MPU series
6.7 Describe the internal functional
blocks of the 8080A MPU including
(a) Register Array and address
(b) Arithmetic and logic unit
(ALU)
(c) Instruction register and
control section
(d) Bi-direction, 3 –state data bus
buffer
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language
6.2 Perform an
experiment
to illustrate
the use and
limitation of
microprocessors

PROGRAMME:

HNID COMPUTER HARDWARE ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY

COURSE TITLE:
COURSE CODE:

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE (AI) AND EXPERT SYSTEMS
CHE 411

DURATION:
GOAL:

This course is intended to provide the student with knowledge and skills in Artificial
Intelligence

GENERAL OBJECTIVES:
At the end of this course the student should be able to:
1.0 Know the basic concepts of artificial intelligence
2.0 Understand knowledge-based systems
3.0 Know how to use Python programming for Artificial Intelligence
4.0 Understand Expert System Architecture
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5.0 Appreciate Emerging Trends in Artificial Intelligence

PROGRAMME:
COURSE:

HNID COMPUTER HARDWARE ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE AND EXPERT SYSTEMS

COURSE CODE:
CREDIT HOURS: 3
CHE411
YEAR: 2
SEMESTER: 1
PRE: REQUISITE
Theoretical: 2
Practical: 1
GOAL: This course is intended to provide the student with knowledge and skills in database administration
Theoretical Content
Practical Content
GENERAL OBJECTIVE: 1.0
Understand the basic concepts of Artificial Intelligence
week Specific Learning
Teachers
Learning
Specific
Teachers
Learning
Outcome
Activities
Resources
Learning
Activities
Resources
objectives
1.1 Define Artificial
1.1 Explain
Presentation
1.1 Identify
1.1 Show the
Internet access
i.
Artificial
intelligence
intelligent
Intelligence
slides,
students
agents
ii.
Importance of artificial
projector,
examples of
1.2 Explain the
intelligence
intelligent
projector
evolution of
1.2 Explain the evolution of artificial
systems
artificial
screen,
intelligence
intelligence
magnetic
1.3 Explain;
1.3 Explain
i.
Knowledge-based systems
board
Intelligent Agents
ii.
Deep-learning era
Artificial
Intelligence
1.4 Explain factors of 1.4 Explain types of agents
agents
Textbooks,
i.
Robots
environment
ii.
Web agent programs
Journals & Eiii.
Factory
books
iv.
Traffic control system
134

v.

1.5

Explain the
requirements for
intelligent agents

Artificial Neural Networks(ANN)
etc.
1.5 Explain
a. The classes of environments
i.
Accessible vs inaccessible
ii.
Deterministic vs nondeterministic
iii.
Static vs dynamic
b. the environmental considerations
for an agent
i.
the Percepts space
ii.
the action space
iii.
Perception function
iv.
World function
v.
Utility function
1.6 Explain the requirement for an agent
i.
Rationality
ii.
Thinking
iii.
Learning

GENERAL OBJECTIVE: 2.0
2.1 Explain
knowledgebased system
2.2 Explain
knowledge
representation
2.3 Explain
knowledge
Organization

Understand knowledge-based systems
2.1 Explain;
i.
Importance of Knowledge
ii.
Goals and applications of AI
iii.
Classifications of AI
iv.
The types of AI
v.
Knowledge-Based Systems
vi.
Knowledge Manipulation
vii.
Acquisition of Knowledge.
2.2 Describe the following principles of
135

Presentation
slides,
projector,
projector
screen,
magnetic

and
Management
2.4 Explain deeplearning
systems

knowledge representation:
i.
Syntax and Semantics for
Propositional logic
ii.
Syntax and Semantics for
First-Order-PredicateLogic(FOPL)
iii.
Properties of well-formed
formula (Wff)
iv.
Conversion to Clausal Form
v.
Inference Rules
vi.
The Resolution Principle
vii.
Non-deductive Inference
Methods
viii.
Representations Using Rules.
2.3 Explain knowledge organization and
management
i.
Indexing and Retrieval
Techniques,
ii.
Integrating Knowledge in
Memory
iii.
Memory Organization
Systems.

board
Artificial
Intelligence
Textbooks,
Journals & Ebooks

2.4 Explain;
i.
The evolution of the deep-learning
era in artificial intelligence
ii.
The basic principles of deeplearning systems
GENERAL OBJECTIVE: 3.0
3.1 Identify
Artificial
Intelligent

Know how to use Python programming for Artificial Intelligence
3.1 List the various programming
Presentation
3.1 Design an
languages used in artificial
AI
slides,
intelligence
system
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3.1 Guide the
student
on how to

PC
Python Compiler

programming
languages
3.2 Explain List
Processing (LISP)
programming
language
3.3 Explain use of
Python
programming
language for
Artificial
Intelligence

i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.

Python
Java
LISP
Prolog
C++

projector,
projector
screen,

3.2 Explain common functions in
LISP
i.
Syntax and Numeric Function
ii.
Basic List Manipulation
Functions
iii.
Functions, Predicates and
Conditionals
iv.
Input, Output and Local
Variables
v.
Iteration and Recursion
vi.
Property Lists and Arrays
3.3 Explain choice of Python
programming language for
Artificial
Intelligence
3.4 Explain:
i.
How to run python
ii.
Pitfalls when using Python for
AI
iii.
Features of python
iv.
Useful libraries
v.
Utilities
vi.
Testing code
vii.
Representing agents and
environment
viii.
Paper buying agent and
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magnetic
board
Artificial
Intelligence
Textbooks,
Journals & Ebooks

using
Python
programming
language

write
and run a
program for
AI
using Python
programming
language

Internet Access

ix.
x.
xi.
xii.
xiii.
xiv.
xv.
xvi.
xvii.
xviii.
xix.
xx.
xxi.
GENERAL OBJECTIVE: 4.0
4.1 Explain
Applications of
AI
4.2 Explain Expert
Systems
4.3 Define expert
system
architecture
4.4 Explain the
features of
expert systems
4.5 Identify the
components of
an expert

environment
Hierarchical controller
Searching for solutions
Reasoning with constraints
Propositions and inference
Representing knowledge bases
Planning with certainty
Supervised Machine learning
Reasoning under uncertainty
Planning with uncertainty
Learning with uncertainty
Multi-agent systems
Reinforcement learning
Relational learning

Understand Expert System Architecture
4.1 List Applications of AI;
Presentation
slides
i.
Image processing and computer
vision.
projector
ii.

Robotics and robot motion
planning.

projector
screen

iii.

Natural language processing and
information retrieval.

magnetic
board

iv.

Data Mining

Artificial
Intelligence

v.

Big Data Analytics

vi.

Gaming

Textbooks
Journals &
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4.1
Show 4.1 Illustrate a
expert
model
system
expert
architecture system
architecture

PC
Internet access
Charts

system

vii.

Expert Systems

viii.

Web Analytics

E-books

4.2 Explain:
i.
Expert systems
ii.
The structure of an expert
system
iii.
The characteristics of an
expert system
iv.
Importance of expert systems
v.
Application of expert systems
vi.
Evolution of expert systems
4.3 Explain Expert system
Architecture;
i.
Rule Based System
Architecture
ii.
Non-Production System
Architecture

4.7 List the features of an expert
system

4.8 Explain the components of an
expert system;
i.
Knowledge base
ii.
Inference engine
iii.
Knowledge-acquisition
module
iv.
The explanatory interface
(Human Window)
139

v.

GENERAL OBJECTIVE: 5.0
5.1 Define
cognitive
computing

Knowledge system building
tools

Appreciate Emerging Trends in AI
5.1 Explain basic concepts and
Principles of cognitive
computing.

Presentation
slides,
projector,

5.2 Define Fuzzy
Logic
5.3 Explain Internet
of things (IoT)

5.2 Explain;
i.
Fuzzy Logic
ii.
Fuzzy Logic Architecture
iii.
The uses of Fuzzy Logic in
Artificial Intelligence

projector
screen,
magnetic
board

5.3 Explain;
i.
IoT
ii.
Applications of Internet of Things
a. Security and access
devices
b. Emotional analysis and
facial recognition
c. Unmanned Aerial
Vehicles/Drones
d. Smart Objects.
e. Ambient Intelligence
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IoT
Textbooks,
Journals & Ebooks

5.1 Identify
application
Internet of
Things(IoT)

5.1 Illustrate
examples of
IoT

Internet access
IoT
documentaries

PROGRAMME:

HID COMPUTER HARDWARE ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY

COURSE TITLE:

DATA COMMUNICATION & COMPUTER NETWORK

COURSE CODE:

CHE 412

DURATION:
GOAL:

This course is intended to teach the student the principles of data transmission and
reception on a Telecommunication and IP networks
141

GENERAL OBJECTIVE
On completion of this course the student should be able to:
1.0

Understand inter-processor communication strategies

2.0

Know the basic data communication concept

3.0

Understand the structure of computer networks

4.0

Appreciate computer network protocols

5.0

Comprehend network security

PROGRAMME: HID HARDWARE ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
COURSE:
CREDIT HOURS: 3
DATA COMMUNICATION & COMPUTER NETWORK COURSE CODE: CHE 412
YEAR: 2
SEMESTER 1
PRE: REQUISITE Theoretical:
GOAL: This course is intended to teach the student the principles of data transmission and reception on a telecommunication network as well as explain
the nature and operation of computer networks
Theoretical Content
Practical Content
GENERAL OBJECTIVE: 1.0
Understand inter-processor communication strategies
week Specific Learning
Teachers
Learning
Specific Learning
Teachers
Learning
Outcome
Activities
Resources
objectives
Activities
Resources
1-3
1.1 Define inter1.1
Explain how to
Magic
Develop a complete
Demonstrate the
Computer
Inter-connect a
Board/slides
network using packet
interconnection
systems
142

processor
communication
1.2 State the fundamental
concepts of
distributed
processing.

1.2

1.3

computer system
using IEEE-488
and S-100 bus
standards
Explain the
technique of
memory
communication to
transfer
information in a
multimicroprocessor
system
Explain the
fundamental
concepts of
distributed
processing

tracer (simulation
software) and carryout
the following;
i.

ii.

2.0 Know the basic data communication concept
4-6

2.1 Define basic data
communication
concepts.
2.2 List the processes of
data communication
2.3 State Data Link Layer
Protocols

2.1 Explain
communication
channels and
multiplexing

Magic
Board/slides

2.2 Transmit and
receive data on
speech channels
2.3 Explain in depth
143

Monitor
how
packets are
switched
and routed
Subject the
network to
an attack
and
mitigate the
attack by
setting
effective
firewall
rules.

of PCs, switches
and routers with
the aid of packet
tracer,
show
how packets are
transmitted and
subject it to an
attack
e.g
DDoS
attack
and mitigate it
by setting up a
suitable firewall
rules.

with Packet
Tracer
installed for
network
simulation

2.4 Explain interface
synchronization during
data transmission.

the nature of
terminals,
modems,
multiplexers and
concentrators
with respect to
data
communication
2.4 Define message
and control
processors
2.5 Explain
synchronization of
interfaces during
transmission

7-9

2.6 Explain how to
handle noise and
transmission
losses
3.0
Understand the structure of computer networks
3.1 Define the structure of 3.1 Explain network
computer network
topology for
example, star, ring,
3.2 List types of network
bus, hierarchical
topologies
and decentralized
networks and
3.3 Define physical and
appreciate the
virtual circuit
reliability
switching
implications of
each configuration
3.4
Define
packet
switching
3.2 Explain physical
and packet routing.
and virtual circuit

Magic
Board/slides

144

switching
3.3 Describe store and
forewarn
techniques
3.4 Distinguish
between message
and packet
switching
3.5 Explain the
functions of
interface processors
at network nodes
and host computer
system at each node

1012

3.6 Explain various
routine mechanisms
and when to apply
them with a view
enhancing
information flow
and eliminating
congestion on the
network.
4.0
Understand computer network protocols and there functions
4.1 List the types of
4.1 Describe the
Magic
network
implications of
Board/slides
protocols
series and parallel
transmission of data
4.2 Explain how network
protocols work
4.2 State use of
UARTS, USARTS,
RS-232 and
145

standards X.2.
4.3 Appreciate the need
for bandwidth
allocation, polling,
carrier sense
multiple access
(CSMA) with
collision detection
4.4 How contention and
errors are resolved
4.5 Describe the
protocol
requirements
between:
i.
any pair of
network or
interface
processor and
ii.

between a
network
processor and
host processor
at any given
node

4.5 Describe protocol
standards including
HLDC, the
international X.25
standard, IBM’s
SNA, DECNET,
ARPANET,
146

TYMNET,
TELENET and
EUTONET
4.6 Appreciate local
area networks
(LAN) and their
uses.

1315

5.0
Understand network security
5.1 List different types
5.1 State the security
network security
implication of type
threats
of transmission
system employed
5.2 Identify how to
for example,
mitigate
satellite, microwave,
network security
SHP UHF, VHF,
threats, Like; DoS
HF, LAN e.t.c
attack, HTTP POST
attack, Man-in-the
5.2 Describe the
middle attack etc.
techniques used to
enhance data
5.3 List types of
security such as:
encryption
i.
Data
techniques
Encryption
and
5.4 Explain how different
Decryption
encryption techniques
are configured.
ii.
Hamming
Codes
iii.

Magic
Board/slides

Cyclic
redundancy
checks etc.
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5.1 Explain how to
configure firewall in
NOS

5.1 Demonstrate
using packet
tracer how to
set firewall on a
NOS

Packet tracer,
PCs

5.3 Appreciate wiretapping hazards and
also internal and

PROGRAMME:

HID COMPUTER HARDWARE ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY

COURSE TITLE:

DATA COMMUNICATION

COURSE CODE:

CHE 412

DURATION:
GOAL:

This course is intended to teach the student the principles of data transmission and
reception on a Telecommunication and IP networks
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GENERAL OBJECTIVE
On completion of this course the student should be able to:
1.0

Understand inter-processor communication strategies

2.0

Know the basic data communication concept

3.0

Understand the structure of computer networks

4.0

Appreciate computer network protocols

5.0

Comprehend network security

PROGRAMME: HID HARDWARE ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
COURSE:
CREDIT HOURS: 3
DATA COMMUNICATION & COMPUTER NETWORK COURSE CODE: CHE 412
YEAR: 2
SEMESTER 1
PRE: REQUISITE Theoretical:
GOAL: This course is intended to teach the student the principles of data transmission and reception on a
telecommunication network as well as explain the nature and operation of computer networks
Theoretical Content
Practical Content
GENERAL OBJECTIVE: 1.0
Understand inter-processor communication strategies
week Specific Learning
Teachers
Learning
Specific Learning
Teachers
Learning
Outcome
Activities
Resources
objectives
Activities
Resources
1-3
1.1 Define inter1.1
Explain how to
Magic
Develop a complete
Demonstrate the
Computer
Inter-connect
a
Board/slides
network
using
packet
interconnection
systems
processor
computer system
tracer (simulation
of PCs, switches
with Packet
149

communication
1.2 State the fundamental
concepts of
distributed
processing.

1.2

1.3

4-6

using IEEE-488
and S-100 bus
standards
Explain the
technique of
memory
communication to
transfer
information in a
multimicroprocessor
system
Explain the
fundamental
concepts of
distributed
processing

2.0 Know the basic data communication concept
2.1 Define basic data
2.1 Explain
Communication
communication
concepts.
channels and
multiplexing
2.2 List the processes of
data communication
2.2 Transmit and
receive data on
2.3 State Data Link Layer
speech channels
Protocols
2.3 Explain in depth
2.4 Explain interface
the nature of
synchronization during
terminals,

software) and carryout
the following;
iii.

iv.

Magic
Board/slides
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Monitor
how
packets are
switched
and routed
Subject the
network to
an attack
and
mitigate the
attack by
setting
effective
firewall
rules.

and routers with
the aid of packet
tracer,
show
how packets are
transmitted and
subject it to an
attack
e.g
DDoS
attack
and mitigate it
by setting up a
suitable firewall
rules.

Tracer
installed for
network
simulation

data transmission.

modems,
multiplexers and
concentrators
with respect to
data
communication
2.4 Define message
and control
processors
2.5 Explain
synchronization of
interfaces during
transmission
2.6 Explain how to
handle noise and
transmission
losses

3.0
7-9

Understand the structure of computer networks
3.1 Explain network
3.1 Define the structure of
topology for
computer network
example, star, ring,
bus, hierarchical
3.2 List types of network
and decentralized
topologies
networks and
appreciate the
3.3 Define physical and
reliability
virtual circuit
implications of
switching
each configuration

Magic
Board/slides

3.4
Define
packet 3.2 Explain physical
switching
and virtual circuit
and packet routing.
switching
151

3.3 Describe store and
forewarn
techniques
3.4 Distinguish
between message
and packet
switching
3.5 Explain the
functions of
interface processors
at network nodes
and host computer
system at each node

1012

3.6 Explain various
routine mechanisms
and when to apply
them with a view
enhancing
information flow
and eliminating
congestion on the
network.
4.0
Understand computer network protocols and there functions
4.1 List the types of
4.1 Describe the
Magic
network
implications of
Board/slides
protocols
series and parallel
transmission of data
4.2 Explain how network
protocols work
4.2 State use of
UARTS, USARTS,
RS-232 and
standards X.2.
152

4.3 Appreciate the need
for bandwidth
allocation, polling,
carrier sense
multiple access
(CSMA) with
collision detection
4.4 How contention and
errors are resolved
4.5 Describe the
protocol
requirements
between:
iii.
any pair of
network or
interface
processor and;
iv.

between a
network
processor and
host processor
at any given
node

4.5 Describe protocol
standards including
HLDC, the
international X.25
standard, IBM’s
SNA, DECNET,
ARPANET,
TYMNET,
153

TELENET and
EUTONET

1315

4.6 Appreciate local
area networks
(LAN) and their
uses.
5.0
Understand network security
5.1 List different types
5.1 State the security
network security
implication of type
threats
of transmission
system employed
5.2 Identify how to
for example,
mitigate
satellite, microwave,
network security
SHP UHF, VHF,
threats, Like; DoS
HF, LAN etc.
attack, HTTP POST
attack, Man-in-the
5.2 Describe the
middle attack etc.
techniques used to
enhance data
5.3 List types of
security such as:
encryption
iv.
Data
techniques
Encryption
and
5.4 Explain how different
Decryption
encryption techniques
are configured.
v.
Hamming
Codes
vi.

Magic
Board/slides

Cyclic
redundancy
checks etc.

5.3 Appreciate wiretapping hazards and
also internal and
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5.1 Explain how to
configure firewall in
NOS

5.1 Demonstrate
using packet
tracer how to
set firewall on a
NOS

Packet tracer,
PCs

PROGRAMME:

HNID COMPUTER HARDWARE ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY

COURSE TITLE:

COMPUTER INSTALLATIONS AND MAINTENANCE

COURSE CODE:

CHE 414

DURATION:
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GOAL:

To provide hands on practical work in computer installation and maintenance

GENERAL OBJECTIVES:
On completion of this course the student should be able to:
1.0

Know the difference between various types of computers

2.0

Understand troubleshooting and repair techniques

3.0

Understand the basic principles of computer peripherals and interface

4.0

Appreciate the need for preventive maintenance

5.0

Understand the procedures of computer component assembly and computer system installation

6.0

Appreciate the need for pre-installation planning and the basic requirements of a computer room

7.0

Know safety in Computer Maintenance and Repairs

PROGRAMME:
COURSE:
YEAR: 2

HNID COMPUTER HARDWARE ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
COMPUTER INSTALLATIONS AND MAINTENANCE
COURSE CODE: CHE 414
SEMESTER 1
PRE: REQUISITE Theoretical:
Practical:
GOAL: To provide hands on practical work in computer installation and maintenance
Theoretical Content
Practical Content
GENERAL OBJECTIVE: 1.0
Know the difference between various types of computers
Week
Specific Learning
Teachers
Learning
Specific Learning Teachers
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CREDIT HOURS: 2

Learning

Outcome
1.1 List types of
Computer
1.2 Explain the main
features of each
types of
computers

Activities
1.1 Identify types of computers
1.2 State the main features of
each types of computers

Resources
objectives
Magnetic board and 1.1 Distinguish
graphical Chart,
the different
Projector
types of
computers

Activities
1.1 Provide
pictorial
display of
different types
of computers

Computer set,
2.1 identify
Magnetic board and causes of failure
graphical
Chart.,
Projector
Computer set
2.4 carryout fault
testing

2.1 Provide
components and
the failure
associated with
them

Resources
Computer set,
pictures of
microcomputer,
mini and
mainframe
computers

1.3 Discuss the differences
between
microcomputers, Minicomputers and mainframe
computers

1.3 Explain the
differences between
microcomputers,
Mini-computers and
mainframe computers
2.0
Understand troubleshooting and repair techniques
2.1 Define
troubleshooting and
repair

1.2 Identify computer
components and chips in
Computers

2.2 Explain
troubleshooting and
causes of component
failure
2.3 Define installation.

2.2 Explain causes of
component failure by
i.
intermittent failure
ii.
Solid failure
iii.
marginal failure
iv.
dry joints
v.
power surges

2.4 Explain
Trouble-shooting and
repair using approach
tools and equipment.
2.5 Explain the procedure
for Soldering and
unsoldering on circuit
board

2.3 Explain installation,
troubleshooting and repair
using approach tools and
equipment e.g.
i.
logic pulser
ii.
Logic probe
iii.
logic chip
iv.
volt-ohmmeter

Computer
components
logic pulser,
Logic probe,
logic chip,
volt-ohmmeter,
oscilloscopes
Demonstrate fault logic analyzers
testing
Circuit board,
soldering devices
and element

2.5 Circuit board, 2.5
perform
soldering devices soldering
on
and element
board
2.5 Carry out
soldering on a
circuit board
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2.6 List
causes
common
faults on boards

of

2.7 Explain failures due to
the following:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

v.
vi.
vii.

oscilloscopes
logic analyzers
various types of
simulators

2.5 Discuss the procedure for
soldering and unsoldering on
circuit boards

Unseated chips
Loose connections 2.6 Explain common faulty
Burnt out chips or
board caused by
components
i.
open circuit
Shorted leads of
ii.
Short circuit
components
iii
wire wrapping

2.8 Explain fault reporting
and fault logging
procedures in
computer
maintenance.

2.7 Identify failures due to:
i.
Unseated chips
ii.
Loose connections
iii.
Burnt out chips or
components
iv.
Shorted leads of
components

2.8. Explain fault reporting
and fault logging procedures
in computer maintenance
with the use of history log
book and fault reporting
forms
3.0
Understand the basic principles of computer peripherals and interface
3.1 Define Computer
3.1 Explain Computer
Computer set
peripherals
Peripherals
printer,
scanners,
3.2 List computer
3.2 Explain computer peripherals speakers
peripherals
as interfaces
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3.1 Connect
peripheral
computer
with interface
cables

3.1 Demonstrate
Computer set
the connection printer, scanners,
of peripherals speakers
with the
computer and
test their

communication
with the
computer
4.0
Appreciate the need for preventive maintenance
4.1 Define Maintenance
4.1 Explain Maintenance
4.2 List the types of
maintenance

4.2 Explain the types of
maintenance

Magnetic board and
Graphical Chart.,
Projector

4.3 Define Preventive
maintenance

4.3 Explain Preventive
maintenance and its
importance to computer
system
5.0
Understand the procedures of computer component assembly and computer system installation
5.1 Explain computer
5.1 Explain the function of every Computer
5.1 Assemble a
Assembly
component and where it can
components
computer
be installed on the
CDs of OS
5.2 List the vital
motherboard
Software,
5.4 Identify the
Computer components
CDs of Application
different
5.2 Explain Hardware and
Software,
Software for
5.3 Define computer
software installation
Different Window
Installation
Installation
OS,
5.4 Explain System Software
Different
5.4 Define Software
and Application Software
Application
5.5 Identify
Software CDs
window OS
5.5 List the two types of
5.5 Explain the Window OS
Software
installation
5.7 Identify
Application
5.6 Explain the Process of 5.6 Explain with examples
Software
OS installation
Application Software; MSCDs
Word, COREL Draw, Auto
5.7 Define Application
Card
etc.
and
their
software
installation process
5.8 List different
Application software
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5.1 Demonstrate
assembly of a
computer set

Computer
Components
CDs of OS
Software,
CDs of
Application
Software

6.0
Appreciate the need for pre-installation planning and the basic requirements of a computer room
6.1 Define Pre-Installation 6.1 Explain Pre-installation
Trucking Pipes,
6.1 Identify right 6.1 Demonstrate
Planning
planning as a basic
positions of
trucking.
requirements of a computer
installation in
6.2 List the basic fittings
room
a room
required in a Computer
room
6.2 Explain the best positions of
Sockets for Power and LAN,
Trucking Pipes on walls and
Floors
7.0
Know Safety in Computer Maintenance and Repairs
7.1 Define safety
7.1 Explain the importance of
Safety
7.2 Explain safety
measures needed to
7.2 Explain safety measures
be taken during
needed to be taken during
computer assembly
computer assembly
and Installation

PROGRAMME:
COURSE TITLE:
COURSE CODE:

HNID COMPUTER HARDWARE ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETY
CHE 416
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Trucking Pipes,

DURATION:

GOAL:

This course is intended to provide the student with knowledge of health and safety in the
workplace

GENERAL OBJECTIVES: At the end of this course the student should be able to:
1.0 Understand the basic concepts of Occupational Health and Safety
2.0 Appreciate the roles and responsibilities of the stakeholders of OHS
3.0 Understand Industrial Legislation of OHS in the Workplace

PROGRAMME:
HNID COMPUTER HARDWARE ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
COURSE:
OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETY (OHS)
COURSE CODE: CHE 416
YEAR: 2
SEMESTER: 1
PRE: REQUISITE
Theoretical: 2
GOAL: This course is intended to provide the student with knowledge of Signal Modulation and Demodulation
Theoretical Content
Practical Content
GENERAL OBJECTIVE: 1.0
Understand the basic concepts of Occupational Health and Safety
week Specific Learning
Teachers
Learning
Specific Learning
Teachers
161

CREDIT HOURS: 2

Learning

Outcome
1.1 Explain Occupational
Health and safety
1.2 Explain basic concepts
in OHS

Activities
1.1 Explain; Occupational Health and
Safety Evolution of OHS and, list
the importance of OHS in the
workplace
1.2 List the basic concepts of OHS

1.3 Identify hazards in the
workplace
1.4 Identify hazard
prevention measures
in the workplace
1.5 Explain the problems
of OHS in the
workplace

1.3 Explain; Hazards in the workplace
and, list types of hazards in the
workplace, Types of ICT related
hazards in the workplace

Resources
Presentation
slides,
projector,
projector
screen,
magnetic
board,
Flip chart

objectives

Resources

1.4 List ways to prevent hazards in
the workplace
1.5 List the problem of OHS in the
Workplace

GENERAL OBJECTIVE: 2.0
Appreciate the roles and responsibilities of the stakeholders of OHS
2.1 Identify key
2.1 Explain;
Presentation
2.1 Identify
stakeholders of OHS
- The key stakeholders of OHS in the slides,
Computer
in the workplace
work place
projector,
Workstation
2.2 Explain the
- The roles and responsibilities of
projector
Health and
importance of
the
screen,
Safety
management
key stakeholders of OHS in the
magnetic
issues
commitment to OHS
workplace
board,
Flip chart
2.3 Identify Equipment
- The rights of stakeholders with
Safety Data Sheets
respect to OHS
2.4 Explain Computer
Workstation Health

Activities

2.2 Discuss the importance of
management commitment to
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2.1 Show How;
Injuries Can Be
Sustained in A
Computer
Workstation And
Safety Tips
2.2 Sample
Material/Equipment
Safety data Sheets

Sample
Safety Data
Sheet

and Safety Tips

OHS
2.3 Explain
- Equipment Safety Data Sheets
- Components of a Safety Data sheet

2.4 List Computer Workstation
Health and Safety Tips
GENERAL OBJECTIVE: 3.0
Understand Industrial Legislation of OHS in the Workplace
3.1 Explain legislation in
3.1 Discuss national and international
Presentation
OHS
legislation in OHS
slides,
projector,
3.2 Explain Occupational
3.2 List Occupational Safety
projector
Safety requirements
Requirements
screen,
magnetic
3.3 Explain Occupational
3.3 Discuss;
board, Flip
Safety standards
- the standards for Occupational chart
Safety
- Occupational Rehabilitation
- Internal Labour Organization
(ILO)
GENERAL OBJECTIVE: 4.0
Know how to design and implement OHS programme in the Workplace
4.1 Define OHS
4.1 Explain;
Presentation
4.1 Develop
Programme
- OHS programme
slides,
An OHS
- OHS policy
projector,
Policy
4.2 Explain OHS
- OHS procedures and,
projector
and
programme design
- List OHS policies and
screen,
Procedure
procedures
magnetic
Manual
4.3 State the duties, roles
board,
and responsibilities
4.2 Explain OHS programme design
Flip chart
4.2 Identify
of OHS officers
and develop;
components
- List of potential hazards
of and
4.4 Explain steps in
- List of prevention measures
OHS
developing an OHS
- Safety Tips
manual
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4.1 Guide the
students
through the
steps in
developing an
OHS
Manual
4.2 Show the
various
components in
an OHS manual

Sample
Information
Technology
OHS Manual

programme

-

OHS policy
Critical Injury protocol
Accident investigation policy
Environmental policy
Acknowledgement and
Agreement Receipt

4.3 Discuss the duties, roles and
responsibilities of OHS
personnel and,
4.4 List the various personnel
involved in OHS
4.4 List the steps in developing an
OHS programme

PROGRAMME:

HIGHER NATIONAL INNOVATION DIPLOMA IN COMPUTER
HARDWARE ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY (HNID)

COURSE:

INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGY
164

COURSE CODE:

CHE 421

CREDIT HOURS:

2

GOAL:

To acquire the knowledge and skills of management Information Technology

GENERAL OBJECTIVES:
On completion of this course the student should be able to:
1.0

Explain the principles and practices in Information and Communication Technology.

2.0

Identify uses, types and advantages of Databases and Computer Networks.

3.0

Discuss the importance and infrastructural use of Distributed Networks, the Internet and W3.

4.0

Explain how Information and Communication Technology Applications are managed by personal,
enterprise and businesses, and the strategies they used to survive.

5.0

Know the challenges posed by Information and Communication Technology and the provided
solutions

PROGRAMME:

HIGHER NATIONAL INNOVATION DIPLOMA IN COMPUTER HARDWARE ENGINEERING
TECHNOLOGY (HNID)
COURSE: INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATION
COURSE CODE: CHE 421 COURSE DURATION:
TECHNOLOGY
YEAR 2
SEMESTER 2
PRE-REQUISITE
THEORY:
PRACTICAL:
General Objective: 1.0 Explain the principles and practices in Information and Communication Technology.
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CREDIT HOURS
2

WEE
K
1-4

SPECIFIC
LEARNING TEACHER’S ACTIVITIES
OUTCOME
1.1 Explain the
1.1 Discuss the
i. Safety,
i.
Safety,
ii External
ii.
External
components and
components and
peripherals,
peripherals,
iii Internal
iii
Internal
components of
components of
computer system
computer system
1.2 Explain the Principles,
Practices, and
Opportunities in ICT.

Learning RESOURCES
Text Books,
white
Board and
markers, PC peripherals

1.2 Discuss the
Principles, Practices,
and Opportunities in
ICT.

1.2 Explain the advantages of
Networks, Structure of
Communications Network
1.3 Explain the basic
Principle
communication
Techniques:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.
vii.

1.3 Discuss the
advantages of
Networks, Structure of
Communications
Network
of

Data Transmission
Transmission Media
Signal Encoding
Techniques
Digital Data
Communication
Data Link Control
Protocols,
Multiplexing,
Spread Spectrum

1.5 Describe the basic
principle of communication
Techniques:
a. Data Transmission
b. Transmission Media
c. Signal Encoding
Techniques,
d. Digital Data
Communication
e. Data Link Control
Protocols,
f. Multiplexing,
g. Spread Spectrum

1.4 Explain the principles and
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Specific Learning Teachers
Objectives
Activities

Learning
Resources

requirements of secure 1.6 Explain the principles
communication
and requirements of secure
communication
General Objective 2.0
Identify uses, types and advantages of Databases and Computer Networks.
5-7
2.1 List the classifications of
2.1 Discuss classifications
PC,
Databases
of Databases
Text Books,
white
2.2 Explain concepts and
2.2 Explain concepts and
Board and
applications
applications
markers
associated with the treeassociated with the
level ANSI-SPARC
tree-level ANSIarchitecture:
SPARC architecture:
i.
DBMS,
i. DBMS,
ii.
Multi-user DBMS
ii Multi-user DBMS
architectures,
architectures,
iii.
Relational and objectiii Relational and
oriented data models
object-oriented data
models
2..3 Explain the key elements
of a database language
2.3 Describe key elements
and how these are used to
of a database language
manipulate data in a
and how these are
database
used to manipulate
data in a database
2.4 Explain Enterprise
Databases and Data
2.4 Explain Enterprise
Warehouses
Databases and Data
2.5 List the various types of
Warehouses
Computer Networks
2.5 Describe various types
2.6 Explain various types of
of Computer
Networking
Networks
Technologies
2.6 Describe various types
of Networking \
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Technologies
General Objective 3.0 Discuss the importance and infrastructural use of Distributed Networks, the Internet and W3.
8-11
3.1 Explain Communications 3.1 Explain
Text Books,
Networks
Communications
white
Networks
Board and
3.2 Explain Enterprise and
markers
Wireless Communications 3.2 Describe Enterprise
Networks
and Wireless
Communications
3.3 State the Essentials of the
Networks
Internet
3.3 Discuss the Essentials
3.4 Explain the
of the Internet
Characteristics of
Distributed Storage
3.4 Discuss the
Environment
Characteristics of
Distributed Storage
3.5 Explain the application of
Environment
internet to an Electronic
Business
3.5 Explain the
application of internet
3.6 Explain the fundamental
to an Electronic
requirements of a
Business
successful distributed
network system
3.6 Describe the
fundamental
3.7 Explain the application of
requirements of a
World Wide Web in a
successful distributed
distributed network
network system
3.8 Explain the Challenges of
Distributed Storage

3.7 Describe the
application of World
Wide Web in a
distributed network
3.8 Discuss the Challenges
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General Objective: 4.0
12-15

4.1 Explain various
knowledge areas of
Project Management
4.2 Explain Web Based
Application

of Distributed Storage
Explain how Information and Communication Technology Applications are managed by personal, enterprise and
businesses, and the strategies they used to survive.
4.1 Explain various
Text Books,
Identify and
Guide student
PC,
knowledge areas of
white
install enterprise
to install
Enterprise
Project Management
Board and
and network
Enterprise and Application
markers
applications
network
software
4.2 Describe Web Based
Applications
Application

4.3 Explain Information
Systems in the Enterprise

4.3 Explain Information
Systems in the
Enterprise

4.4 Explain the Careers in
ICT.

4.4 Describe the Careers
in ICT.
General Objective 5.0 Know the challenges posed by Information and Communication Technology and the provided solutions.
5.1 Explain key issues and
5.1 Discuss key issues and
Identify
keys Conduct
a White board
technologies involved in
technologies involved in
issues
and seminar on the and marker,
business intelligence
business intelligence
remedies
challenges and Projector
5.2 Explain ways to support
associated with proffer
users in their learning and
5.2 Discuss ways to support
ICT
remedies posed
use of ICT systems.
users in their learning and
by ICT
use of ICT systems.
5.3 Explain the issues
involved in the
digitization, storage and
5.3 Explain the issues
transmission of digital
involved in the
media to an array of
digitization, storage and
devices using diversity of
transmission of digital
communication pathways.
media to an array of
devices using diversity of
5.4 Identify the evolving ICT
communication pathways.
infrastructure and the
global shift to an
5.4 Discuss the evolving ICT
information society.
infrastructure and the
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Emphasis on:
i.
organizational policy
development,
ii.
information ethics,
iii.
computer ethics,
iv.
freedom of speech
and expression
online,
v.
information
filtering,
vi.
intellectual
property,
vii.
cyber law, and
viii.
Pertinent legal and
political acts related
to the present
information and
communication
infrastructure.

PROGRAMME:

global shift to an
information society
Emphasis on:
i. organizational policy
development,
ii information ethics,
iii computer ethics,
iv freedom of speech
and expression
online,
v. information
filtering,
vi intellectual property,
vii cyber law, and
viii Pertinent legal and
political acts related
to the present
information and
communication
infrastructure.

HNID HARDWARE ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY

COURSE TITLE:

COMPUTER GRAPHICS

COURSE CODE:

CHE 422

DURATION:
170

GOAL:

To equip the students with adequate knowledge of Computer graphic design

GENERAL OBJECTIVES:
On completion of this course the student should be able to:
1.0

understand the graphical interactions with the Computer system

2.0

Know the emerging trends in Computer Graphics Technologies

3.0

Understand the attributes of graphic design
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PROGRAMME:
COURSE:
YEAR: 2

HNID COMPUTER HARDWARE ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
COMPUTER GRAPHICS
COURSE CODE: 422
SEMESTER

PRE:
Theoretical:
REQUISITE
GOAL: To equip the students with adequate knowledge of Computer graphic design
Theoretical Content
Practical Content
GENERAL OBJECTIVE: 1.0 understand the graphical interactions with the Computer system
week Specific Learning
Teachers
Learning
Specific Learning
Outcome
Activities
Resources
Objectives
1,1 Define graphics
1,1 Explain graphics
Magnetic
Identify different
1.2 Explain Computer
board and
graphic software
1.2 Explain Computer
Graphics
graphical
identify different line
Graphics
Chart.,
styles
1.3 Describe the element
Projector
1.3 List element of a
of a graphic
graphic
Workstation
Workstation
1.4 Explain Video display
1.4 Explain Video display
devices, Raster Scan
devices, Raster Scan
system, Random Scan
system, Random Scan
System
System
1.5 Explain graphics
1.5 List graphics oriented
oriented Softwares
Softwares
1.6 List Graphic tools
1.6 List Graphic tools
1.7 Explain Coordinate
1.7 Explanation of
Geometry
Coordinate
representation and
Geometry

CREDIT
HOURS: 2

2
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Teachers
Activities
Demonstrate a
Raster scan and
Random scan

Learning
Resources
Computer sets
loaded with
graphics
softwares,
Projector

Know the emerging trends in Computer Graphics Technologies
2.1 Define Line drawing
Algorithms

2.1 Explain Line drawing
Algorithms

2.2 Explain the following
- DDA Algorithm
- Bresenham’s line
Algorithms
- Frame Buffers
- Circle and Ellipse
generating algorithms
- Midpoint Circle
algorithms
- Mid ellipse algorithms
- Polynomials and spline
curves
- Filling-Filledarea
Primitives
- Scan-line Polygon
- Inside-outside test
- Scan-line fill of curved
boundary areas
- Boundary filled
algorithms
- Flood-filled Algorithms
- Character Generation
- Attributes lines, curves,
filling and characters

2.2 Describe the following
- Digital differential
Analyzer (DDA)
Algorithm
- Bresenham’s line
Algorithms
- Frame Buffers
- Circle and Ellipse
generating algorithms
- Midpoint Circle
algorithms
- Mid ellipse algorithms
- Polynomials and spline
curves
- Filling-Filledarea
Primitives
- Scan-line Polygon
- Inside-outside test
- Scan-line fill of curved
boundary areas
- Boundary filled
algorithms
- Flood-filled Algorithms
- Character Generation
- Attributes lines, curves,
filling and characters

Relevant
Text Books

2.1 Write a line drawing
Algorithm
2.2 Identify different
shapes Algorithms
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2.1 Demonstrate
line drawing
Algorithm
2.2 Carryout
graphic
drawing on
- Frame Buffers
- Circle and
Ellipse
generating
algorithms
- Midpoint
Circle
algorithms
- Mid ellipse
algorithms
- Polynomials
and spline
curves
- FillingFilledarea
Primitives
- Scan-line
Polygon
- Inside-outside
test
- Scan-line fill
of curved
boundary
areas
- Boundary
filled

Computer sets
loaded with
graphics
softwares,
Projector

-

algorithms
Flood-filled
Algorithms
Character
Generation
Attributes
lines, curves,
filling and
characters

3.0 Understanding the attributes of graphic design
3.1 Define graphics
Primitives

3.1 Explain graphics
Primitives

3.2 Explain the following:
- Primitive
Operations
- The display files
- Interpreter
Normalized Device
Coordinates
- Display-file
Algorithms
- Display Control
- Polygon-Polygons
representation

3.2 Explain the following:
- Primitive
Operations
- The display files
- Interpreter
Normalized Device
Coordinates
- Display-file
Algorithms
- Display Control
- Polygon-Polygons
representation

3.3 Explain attributes of
Output Primitives as
- Line attributes
- Line type
- Line width
- Pen and brush
options
- Line colours
- Colours and gray

3.3 Explain attributes of
Output Primitives as
- Line attributes
- Line type
- Line width
- Pen and brush
options
- Line colours
- Colours and gray

Relevant
text books
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3.1 Sketches
of
different lines
and
colours
from
computer
colour
pallete
3.2 Explore the different
tools
in the tool
box
3.3 Identify tools
for
angular
trans
formation

3.1 Use graphic
software;
photoshop,
Corel
Draw etc.
3.3 Use the tool
box
to
make
Line attributes
Line type
Line width
Pen and brush
options
Line colours
Colours and gray
scale levels-colour
table
Grayscale
Area-fill
attributes-filled
style
Pattern fill
Soft fill
Character
attributes

Computer sets
loaded with
graphics
softwares,
Projector

-

scale levels-colour
table
Grayscale
Area-fill attributesfilled style
Pattern fill
Soft fill
Character attributes

-

scale levels-colour
table
Grayscale
Area-fill attributesfilled style
Pattern fill
Soft fill
Character attributes

3.4 Define Geometric
Transformation

3.4 Explain Geometric
Transformation

3.5 Explain the following:
- Matrices
- Scaling
Transformation
- Sine and Cosine
Rotation
- Homogeneous
coordinates and
Translation
- Coordinates
Translation
- Rotation about an
arbitrary point
- Inverse
Transformations
- Transformation
Routine

3.5 Describe the following:
- Matrices
- Scaling
Transformation
- Sine and Cosine
Rotation
- Homogeneous
coordinates and
Translation
- Coordinates
Translation
- Rotation about an
arbitrary point
- Inverse
Transformations
- Transformation
Routine

3.6 Define twodimensional Viewing,

3.6 Explain the following
- Two-Dimensional
Viewing,
- The viewing
pipeline
- Viewing Coordinate

3.7 Explain the following
- Two-Dimensional
Viewing,

3.5 Carryout
angular
transformation
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-

-

-

-

The viewing
pipeline
Viewing
Coordinate
Reference Frame
Window-toviewport
Coordinate
Transformation
Two-Dimensional
Viewing Functions
Clipping
Operations- Point
Clipping
Line Clipping
Cohen-Sutherland
Line Clipping
Polygon Clipping
SutherlandHodgeman Polygon
Clipping

3.8 Define threeDimensional Concepts:
3.9 Explain the following:
- Three-Dimensional
Display MethodsParallel Projection
- Perspective
Projection,
- Visible Line and
surface
Identification
- Surface Rendering
- Three-Dimensional

-

-

-

Reference Frame
Window-toviewport
Coordinate
Transformation
Two-Dimensional
Viewing Functions
Clipping
Operations- Point
Clipping
Line Clipping
Cohen-Sutherland
Line Clipping
Polygon Clipping
SutherlandHodgeman Polygon
Clipping

3.7 Explain the following:
- Three-Dimensional
Display MethodsParallel Projection
- Perspective
Projection,
- Visible Line and
surface
Identification
- Surface Rendering
- Three-Dimensional
Object
RepresentationsBezier Curves and
surfaces
- B-Spline Curves
and surfaces
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Object
RepresentationsBezier Curves and
surfaces
-

B-Spline Curves
and surfaces

3.10 Define Visibility
3.11 Explain the following:
- Image and object
precision
- Z-buffer algorithm
- Floating horizons
3.12 Define Computer
Animations
3.13 Explain the following:
- design of
Animation
Sequences
- General Computer
Animation
Function- Raster
Animations
- Key-Frame
Systems, Morphing
- Simulating
Accelerations
- Motion
Specifications
- Kinematics and
Dynamics.

3.8 Explain Visibility
3.9 Explain the following:
- Image and object
precision
- Z-buffer algorithm
- Floating horizons
3.10 Explain Computer
Animations
3.11 Explain the following:
- design of
Animation
- Sequences
- General Computer
Animation
Function- Raster
Animations
- Key-Frame
Systems, Morphing
- Simulating
Accelerations
- Motion
Specifications
- Kinematics and
Dynamics.
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PROGRAMME:

HNID COMPUTER HARDWARE ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY

COURSE TITLE:

MICROPROCESSOR IN CONTROL AND INSTRUMENTATION

COURSE CODE:

CHE 423

DURATION:

Hours/Week Theory: 2hrs

Practical: 2hrs

GOAL:

This course is intended to provide the student with advanced knowledge and skill in
microprocessor application.

GENERAL OBJECTIVES
On completion of this course the student should be able to:
1.0

Understand the concept of microprogramming

2.0

Develop a structured approach to microcomputer programme

3.0

Know facilities for system development

4.0

Know how to use the computer in real time control applications

5.0

Know how to link the computer with the peripherals and controlled loads

6.0

Understand how the computer can be used to control motors and other inductive loads

7.0

Know how the computer can be used in analog-to-digital and digital-to-analog conversions
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PROGRAMME: HNID COMPUTER HARDWARE ENGINEEING TECHNOLOGY
COURSE:
MICRO PROCESSOR IN CONTROL AND
COURSE CODE:CHE 423
INSTRUMENTATION
YEAR: 2
SEMESTER 2
PRE: REQUISITE
Theoretical:
GOAL: This course is intended to provide the student with advance knowledge and skill in microprocessor
application.
Theoretical Content
Practical Content
GENERAL OBJECTIVE: 1.0 Understand the concepts of microprogramming
week
Specific Learning
Teachers
Learning
Specific Learning
Outcome
Activities
Resources
objectives
1-2
1.1 Define
1.1 Explain the concept of Chalkboard, 1.1 Analyze the concept of
Microprogramming
microprogramming in chart
firmware technology as
the design phase of
magnetic
it relates to the transfer
1.2 Describe the concept
the control section of
board, Text
of some core function
of firmware
digital computers
book
of the operating system
technology
into firmware
1.2 Explain the concept of
1.3 List the step to design
firmware technology
1.2 Demonstrate the design
the Control sequence
as it relates to the
of the control sequence
of control signals
transfer of some core
of control signals
function of the
operating system into
firmware
1.3 Explain the design of
the control sequence
of control signals.

3-4

GENERAL OBJECTIVE: 2.0 Develop a structured approach to microcomputer program
2.1 Define Structured
2.1 Explain Structured
Chalkboard 1.1 Execute a
Microcomputer
microcomputer
Magnetic
microcomputer
Programming
programming
Board,
program in single step
2.2 list the step in executing 2.2 Execute a
charts
mode and after each
a microcomputer
microcomputer
step
program.
program in single step
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CREDIT HOURS: 4

Teachers
Activities
1.1 Analyze the
concept of
firmware
technology as
it relates to the
transfer of
some core
function of
the operating
system into
firmware

Learning
Resources
Chalkboard,
chart
magnetic,
board, Text
book,
Chart,
Proteus

1.3 Demonstrate
the design of
the control
sequence of
control
signals.
1.1 Examine the
affected flags,
registers and
memory
locations.

Chalkboard,
chart
magnetic,
board, Text
book,
Chart,

2.3 Describe how to write a
microcomputer program

mode and after each
step

1.2 Generate instructions
and massage to system
users

2.3 Examine the affected
flags, registers and
memory locations.

1.2 Determine
compiler,
the full effect
Proteus
of the
instruction just
executed

2.4 Determine the full
effect of the
instruction
just executed

1.3 Use this to
locate the
error in any
piece of
program

2.5 Use this to locate the
error in any piece of
program

1.4 Write
programs
which:
i. Test the
flags and
status of the
system being
monitored.
ii Determine if
there are
error
conditions.
iii Use the error
byte as a
code with
which to look
up table and
retrieve the
corresponding
error service
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GENERAL OBJECTIVE: 3.0
Know facilities for system development
3.1 Explain the component 3.1 Explain EPROM
Chalkboard, 3.1 Identify primary and
of system development
programmers to store
Chart,
secondary memory.
- Primary memory
control programmers
magnetic
- Secondary memory
and data into
board.
3.2 Install EPROM
EPROMS
compiler
3.2 Explain EPROM
programmers
3.2 Explain EPROM
3.3 Use Dynamic
erasers to wipe out the
Debuggers to quickly
3.2 Explain EPROM
original programming
locate error in
erasers
and re-program the
software during
EPROM when error
system development
are detected.
3.3 Explain assemblers to
convert your source
program in assembly
language form to
object code.

3.2 Use software
to simulate
system
behavior
especially
before actual
application
and highlight
any illogical
behavior that
must be
rectified.

Computer
system,
EPROM
Compiler,
Chart,
Proteus

1.3 Test out new
systems in
real-time
using incircuit
emulators.

3.4 Explain one micro to
emulate another micro
of different make
using cross.

7-8

3.1 Display
primary and
secondary
memory

General Objective : 4.0 Know how to use the computer in real time control applications
4.1 Explain a real time
4.1 Prompt a computer to
Chalkboard, 4.1 Generate a square
control application and
delay for any perchart
wave of any desired
how to stimulate it
determined time
magnetic
duty factor by using
interval by means of
board
delay subroutines to
software.
control the pulse
width.
4.2 Appreciate that a
square wave is made
4.2 Interface a
up of a continuous
loudspeaker to a bit of
stream of high and low
an l/o port and send a
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4.1 Prompt of predetermined
frequency to be
emitted at the
touch of a given
button on a key
pad.
4.2 Use a tone
receiver and

Computer
system
simulation
software,
Proteus

logic
levels of predetermined
duration.

square wave form to
that bit position so as
to actuate the
loudspeaker.
4.3 Generate special
sound effects such as
SIREN burglar and
fire alarms, game
sounds, etc. by
means of software.

decoder to
detect that a
particular tone
has been sent.
4.3 Control a
device by
means of tones
and infra-red
source and
sensor pairs

4.4 Demonstrate how to
display a real time
clock in either 12
hour or the 24 hour
format

11-12

4.4 Demonstrate
how to display
a real time
clock in either
12 hour or the
24 hour format
GENERAL OBJECTIVE: 5.0
Know how to link the computer with the peripherals and controlled loads
5.1 Explain
5.1 Interface a
Chalkboard 5.1 Interface a
5.1 Link a
microcomputer and
microcomputer to any or Magnetic
microcomputer to
computer to
peripheral devices
peripheral device.
board, Chart
any peripheral
the following
textbooks,
device.
displays: LED,
5.1 Explain how to
5.2 Operate a peripheral
keyboard,
7-segment
interface a
device by sending
printer, disk 5.2 Operate a peripheral
liquid using
microcomputer to any
control patterns to an
drives,
device by sending
display drivers
peripheral devices
I/O port address or to a
control patterns to an
memory address
I/O port address or to
5.2 Explain How to operate
a memory address
peripheral device
5.3 Explain how to link
Link a computer to the
5.3 Link a computer to
5.3 Explain how to link a
following peripheral
the following
computer to peripheral
devices: keyboard,
peripheral devices:
devices
printer, disk drives,
keyboard, printer,
ADUS, teletypewriters,
disk drives, ADUS,
5.4 Explain the effect of
joysticks, the mouse
teletypewriters,
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Chalkboard
or
Magnetic
board,
computer
system
textbooks
Simulation
software,
keyboard,
printer, disk
drives,
Proteus

display multiplexing

graph plotter, modems,
etc.

joysticks, the mouse
graph plotter,
modems, etc.

5.4 Explain the effect of
display multiplexing

5.4 Demonstrate the
effect of display
multiplexing

5.6 State the differences
between multiplexed
and un-multiplexed
displays

13 - 14

5.5 Describe how to link
a computer to the
following displays:
LED,7 - 7-segment
liquid using display
drivers

5.7 Describe how to link a
computer to the
following displays:
LED,7 - 7-segment
liquid using display
drivers
General Objective : 6.0 Understand how the computer can be used to control motors and other inductive loads
6.1 Explain Control motors 6.1 Explain Control
Chalkboard 6.1 Develop software
6.1 Develop
motors
or
Interface the power
software
6.2 Explain Inductive loads
magnetic
circuits of DC motors,
Interface the
6.2 Explain Inductive
board,
AC motors, stepper
power circuits
6.3 Explain types of control
loads
Charts
motors, loudspeaker
of DC motors,
motors
textbooks
coils and other
AC motors,
6.4 Explain types of
inductive loads to the
stepper motors,
6.4 Describe how to
control motors
computer
loudspeaker
develop the interface
coils and other
software for the control 6.4 Describe how to
6.2 Develop interface
inductive loads
of inductive loads
develop the interface
software for the
to the computer
software for the control
control of inductive
of inductive loads
loads
6.2 Develop
interface
6.3 Protect the computer
software for
and other logic circuit
the control of
from inductive back
inductive loads
e.m.f by means of
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Chalkboard
or magnetic
board,
Charts,
textbooks,
DC motors,
AC motors,
stepper
motors,
loudspeaker
coils,
Computer,
simulation
software.

diodes, critical
damping, etc.
6.4 Isolate logic circuits
from power circuits
by means of opt
couplers or optoisolators
6.5 Explain press
control and timing
without feedback (i.e.
open loop)
6.6 Use interrupts and
programmable
interval timers to do
closed-loop control.

15

6.3 Protect the
computer and
other logic
circuit from
inductive back
e.m.f by means
of diodes,
critical
damping, etc.
6.4 Isolate logic
circuits from
power circuits
by means of
opt couplers or
opto-isolators
6.5 Explain press
control and
timing without
feedback (i.e.
open loop)

6.6 Use interrupts
and
programmable
interval timers
to do closedloop control.
General Objective 7.0 Know how the computer can be used in analog-to-digital and digital-to-analog conversions
7.1 Explain the nature of
7.1 Explain the nature of
Chalkboard 7.1 Interface ADC’s and
7.1 Interface
analogue conversion
analogue conversion
or
DAC’s to the
ADC’s and
analog-to-digital
analog-to-digital
magnetic
microcomputer
DAC’s to the
converters and digital-to
converters(ADC’S)
board,
microcomputer
–analog converters
and digital-to –analog
Charts,
7.2 The microcomputer to
commercially available
converters(DAC’s)
textbooks
carry out DAC’s
7.2 The
184

Chalkboard
or
Magnetic
board,
Charts,
textbooks

commercially available
7.2 Explain the interface
ADC’s and DAC’s to
the micro

7.3 Use the
microcomputer to
carryout DAC’s

7.2 Interface ADC’s and
DAC’s to the
Microcomputer,
the microcomputer to
carry out DAC’s

7.4 Use the
microcomputer in
conjunction with
ADC’s and DAC’s to
obviate the need for
analogue computers

7.4 Use the
microcomputer
to carryout DAC’s
7.5 Use the
microcomputer
in conjunction with
ADC’s and DAC’s to
obviate the need for
analogue computers
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microcomputer
to carry out
DAC’s
7.3 Use the
microcomputer
to carryout
DAC’s
7.4 Use the
microcomputer
in conjunction
with ADC’s and
DAC’s to
obviate the need
for analogue
computers

Simulation
software.
Proteus

PROGRAMME:

HNID COMPUTER HARDWARE ENGINEERING

COURSE TITLE:
COURSE CODE:

MULTIMEDIA TECHNOLOGY
CHE 424

DURATION:
GOAL:

This course is intended to provide the student with knowledge and skills in Multimedia
Technology

GENERAL OBJECTIVES:
On completion of this course, the student should be able to:
1.0

Know the various concepts associated with Multimedia Technology

2.0

Know the components of multimedia Systems

3.0

Know the desirable features for Multimedia Systems

4.0

Understand the basic concepts of Multimedia element representation

5.0

Understand the principles of digitization

6.0

Understand some compression techniques

7.0

Know how signals are transformed from one domain to the other
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PROGRAMME:
HNID COMPUTER HARDWARE ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
COURSE:
MULTIMEDIA TECHNOLOGY
YEAR: 2
SEMESTER: 2
PRE: REQUISITE

CREDIT HOURS: 2
COURSE CODE: CHE 424
Theoretical:
Practical:
GOAL: This course is intended to provide the student with knowledge and skills in Multimedia Technology
Theoretical Content
Practical Content
GENERAL OBJECTIVE: 1.0
Know the various concepts associated with Multimedia Technology
week Specific Learning
Teachers
Learning
Specific
Teachers
Learning
Outcome
Activities
Resources
Learning
Activities
Resources
objectives
1.1 Define Multimedia
1.1 Explain multimedia uses and application
Presentation 1.15 Show
1.1 Illustrate sample
Multimedia
slides,
multime
1.2 Explain multimedia
1.2 Explain
single and multi-user studio
projector,
dia
technologies
i.
Multimedia Technologies
architecture
projector
architect
Visual
1.3 Explain multimedia file
ii.
Types of multimedia applications
1.2 Demonstrate various
screen,
ure
Communication
formats
iii.
Uses of multimedia technology
compression
magnetic
1.16 Identify
System
1.4 Explain video
iv.
Advantages and disadvantages of
techniques
board
various
conferencing
multimedia
Multimedia
compres 1.3 Guide the student on
Textbooks,
sion
1.3 List Multimedia file formats
the application of
Journals
techniqu
1.4 Explain
multimedia file
and
Ees
i.
video conferencing
formats (MPEG, MP,
books
1.17 Show
ii.
the schemes in video/audio
UPEG, etc.)
how to
conferencing
1.4 Demonstrate
apply
i.
Video over a LAN
multime
dia file
1.5 Demonstrate video
formats
camera technology
1.18 Show
how
video
conferen
cing
works
GENERAL OBJECTIVE: 2.0
2.1 Define Multimedia

Know the components of Multimedia Systems
2.1 Explain Multimedia systems
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Presentation 2.1 Identify

2.1 Setup a multimedia

Multimedia

systems

slides,
each
projector,
projector
component of
2.2 List the components of
screen,
multimedia technology
magnetic
multimedia
board
systems
Multimedia
2.3 Explain the primary
Textbooks,
characteristics of
Journals
and
Emultimedia systems
books
GENERAL OBJECTIVE: 3.0
Know the desirable features for Multimedia Systems
3.1 Explain the
3.1 List
Presentation
features of a
i.
the features of multimedia systems
slides,
multimedia
projector,
ii.
the specifications of a multimedia
system
projector
system
screen,
3.2 List the challenges of a multimedia
3.2 Explain the
magnetic
System
challenges for
board
multimedia
Multimedia
3.3
List
the
desirable
features
of
a
systems
Textbooks,
multimedia system
Journals
3.3 Explain the
and
Edesirable
books
features for a
multimedia
system
2.2 Explain
i.
each component of the multimedia
system
ii.
the application of the components of a
multimedia system
2.4 List the primary characteristics of
multimedia systems

GENERAL OBJECTIVE: 4.0
4.1 Explain the
multimedia elements
4.2 Explain the
characteristics of each
element of multimedia

Understand the basic concepts of Multimedia element representation
4.1 List
Presentation 4.1 Identify
i.
The Multimedia Elements
slides,
Visual
projector,
Systems
ii.
The Uses of Each Element of
projector
Multimedia
screen,
4.2 List Characteristics of Each
magnetic
Multimedia Element
board
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system and identify
the components

4.1 Illustrate the
differences between visual
systems and computer
screens

studio

4.3 Explain the modes of
representation of
multimedia elements
4.4 Explain human visual
System

4.3 List The;
i.
Modes of Representation of Multimedia
Elements
ii.
Advantages and Disadvantages of Each
Element of Multimedia

Multimedia
Textbooks,
Journals
and
Ebooks

4.4 Explain human visual systems
i.
Distinguish between visual systems and
computer screens
GENERAL OBJECTIVE: 5.0
5.1 Define digitization
5.2 Explain the process of
Digitization
5.3 Explain the
fundamentals for
digitization
5.5 Explain
digitization
standards

GENERAL OBJECTIVE: 6.0
6.1 Explain compression
techniques in
multimedia
6.2 Explain coding in
multimedia technology

Understand the principles of digitization
5.1 Explain digitization
5.2 Explain
i.
the processes involved in digitization
ii.
the steps in digitization
5.3 Describe the;
i.
fundamentals for digitization
ii.
the tools for digitization
5.4 List the;
i.
various digitization standards
ii.
the advantages and disadvantages of
digitization

Understand compression techniques
6.1Explain
i.
the various compression techniques in
multimedia systems
ii.
the categories of compression
techniques
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Presentation
slides,
projector,
projector
screen,
magnetic
board
Multimedia
Textbooks,
Journals
and
Ebooks

5.1 Know the
steps in

5.1 Demonstrate the steps
in digitization

Multimedia
studio

digitization

5.2 Demonstrate how to
use various
multimedia devices
for digitization

Digital camera

5.2 Identify
multimedia
devices
used
for

Document
Management
System
PC

digitization

Presentation 6.1 Show how
slides,
coding is
projector,
done
projector
screen,
6.2 Identify
magnetic
various

6.1 Demonstrate each
step in encoding
6.2 Guide the student on
how to implement the
compression

PC
Multimedia
studio
Software

iii.
6.3 Explain the
international standards
for digital
compression and
coding

the significance of various compression
techniques in multimedia systems

6.2 Describe:
iv.
coding methods
v.
coding techniques
vi.
coding requirements in compression
techniques
vii.
sampling rates
viii.
encoders and decoders
ix.
Nyquist’s theorem

board
Multimedia compression
Textbooks,
techniques
Journals
and
Ebooks

techniques using
i.
JPEG
ii.
MPEG

Application for
Compression

6.3 Explain International Standards for digital
compression and coding
a. Explain the standards for compression
i.
JPEG
ii. MPEG
iii. Hierarchical modes
b. Explain;
i.
Colour representation
ii.
Colour principles
iii.
Colour models
GENERAL OBJECTIVE: 7.0
7.1 Explain morphological
Operators
7.2 Explain;
i.
Image restoration
ii.
feature detection
and
iii.
pattern matching
7.3 Explain Image Coding

Know how signals are transformed from one domain to the other
7.1 Describe the morphological
Presentation
operators;
slides,
i.
Translation and Reflection
projector,
ii.
Dilation and Erosion
projector
iii.
Opening and closing
screen,
iv.
Application noise removal
magnetic
Explain the
board
a. relationship between
Multimedia
erosion and dilation
Textbooks,
b. relationship between
Journals
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7.1
the

Identify 7.1 Illustrate sample
morphological
operators and their
morphological
effects
operators
7.2 Demonstrate image
7.2 Identify
degradation and
when
transformation
an image
is no
7.3 Guide the student in

Multimedia
studio

Visual
Communication
System
Noise Signal
Analyzer

With DCT Wavelet
Technology

opening and closing
7.2 Describe:
i.
Image restoration
ii.
feature detection and
iii.
pattern matching
iv.
A model of image dégradation
v.
Types of noise;
a. Noise
b. Salt and Pepper noise
c. Gaussian noise
d. Speckle noise
e. Periodic noise
f. Noise reduction
vi.
Feature Detection and Recognition
(Object Detection Basics)
7.3 Describe image coding with
DCT Wavelet Technology
7.4 Explain;
i.
Application of DCT
ii.
Wavelets Compression
iii.
Digital video
iv.
Video coding of MPEG-1
v.
Decomposition of an MPEG video
sequence in layers
vi.
Prediction, motion estimation and
compensation
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and
books

E-

longer in

i.

its
original
form
7.3 Show how
to
manipulate an
image
using
DCT
wavelet
technology

ii.
iii.

iv.

Signal
transformation
using wavelet
technology
Noise detection
Distinguishing the
various types of
noise
Identifying the
causes and effect
of the various
types of noise

HNID COMPUTER HARDWARE ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
List of Equipment for HNID Laboratory (Minimum Requirement)

HARDWARE

NOS

1. Magic Board

2

2. Digital Camera

2

3. PCs Computer Systems
(Pentium 4 with 1.6GH2, 256 MB RAM; 40GB HOD Internet ready

30

4. Hp LaserJet Model

2

5. Desk Jet Model
6. Hp Scan jet

2
1

7. LCD scan jet

2

8. Various Networking Materials (HUB, Coaxial Cable RJ 45 Modem,
Programmable routers and switches, CATs and CATs Cables, Fibre
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-

optics cable
9. Oscilloscope 5-10mH2

-

2 each

10.Soldering Iron

-

30 pieces

11.Digital Multi Meter

-

30 pieces

12.Analogue Multi meter

-

10 pieces

13.Bread Board

-

30 pieces

14.Various Electronic Tool kits

-

30 set

15.Electronic Work Bench

-

30Nos.

16.Micro-processor Teaching Aid

-

5 units

17.Cadaver (scab) laptops, PCs, Printers, Routers, Switches

-

18.Software:
(i)

Packet Tracer

(ii)

Wire shave

(iii)

Proteus

(iv)

Livewire

(v)

Simulink

(vi)

Assembler

(vii)

Windows bootable CDs
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19.Probe
20.Vacuum Cleaner

-

3

21.IC enctractory insertion

-

3

22.Complete repair kit

-

5

23.Balance Modulator

-

1

24.Models of vital areas of computer systems and peripherals

-

1

1. Digital System trainer

-

2

2. Microcomputer Trainer

-

2

3. Function Generator

-

1

4. Logic Tractor

-

2

5. Frequency Counter

-

2

6. IC Tester

-

2

7. Logic checker

-

8

COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY LABORATORY

8. Oscilloscope dual 100mh2
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